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The purpose of this study is an attempt to ascertain 
the effect of team learning on retention of material, the 
tasks of which involve high mental processes. 
The primary purpose of our educational system is not 
merely to impart information, but to teach our young 
citizens how tothink--to evaluate facts, to criticize 
ideas, to organize information, to discern prejudice and 
bias, to draw logical conclusions and, in short, to make 
intelligent, logical judgments that will be of benefit 
both to themselves and their communities. Therefore, it 
is the obligation of the teacher to develop students' 
abilities to utilize wisely the knowledge they glean. 
Modern transportation and communication facilities 
have drawn the world together to the degree that decisions 
that once affected only a small handful of people, today 
have a profound influence on the lives of multitudinous 
individuals. It will be necessary for today's students 
not only to utilize adeptly their knowledge--they will 
also have the responsibility of making decisions that will 
~·====~============================================~======= 
-vi-
affect the lives of innumerable persons. Tomorrow's 
leaders will have to function efficiently and harmoniously 
in teams and groups. In this Nuclear Age, discussion and 
debate ~ be the means by which world problems are to be 
solved. The quality of mutual aid and evaluation will be 
a major factor in the important decisions the next 
generation will be called upon to make. 
It is with these abilities--thinking constructively 





STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Definitions of Terms Used 
Although there is no agreement, among educators, as 
to an exact classification of the varied levels of thought, 
it has been established that simple levels of thought re-
quire primarily memorization and recall, whereas higher 
levels of thought require the utilization of past 
knowledge for comparison, contrast, evaluation, criticism, 
and organization of the material under consideration. 
The writers are of the contention that the materials used 
in this experiment involve, mainly, the following mental 
processes: (1) Critical Thinking; (2) Elaborative 
Thinking; and (4) Organizational Thinking. 
Critica~Y~-~~~ing.-- DeBoer defines the skill of 
critical thinking as the: 
...... search for relevant materials, the evaluation 
of data, the identification and comparison of 
sources, and the synthesis of findings. It involves 
the capacity for suspended judgment and the interpre-
tation of the writer's motive. But chiefly, it in-
volves a sufficient background of knowledge to 
provide a sound basis for judgment. Critical read-
-1-
= 
ing implies the existence of appropriate criteria 
in the mind of the reader.l/ 
Three levels of criteria of printed materials are: {1) the 
question of pertinency of fact; (2) the accuracy of fact 
or reliability of the source of the fact; and (3) the 
y 
validity of a conclusion. 
Critical thinking abilities defined by authorities 
are summed up by Wilcox. These abilities consist of: 
11 1. Ability to distinguish between relevant and 
irrelevant information 
2. Ability to judge validity of information 
3. Ability to judge reliability of information 
4. Ability to determine the worth of presented 
information.11 
Elaborative Thinking.-- Guilford terms elaborative 
thinking as ''divergent" thinking. This type of thinking: 
" •••• goes off in different directions. It makes 
possible changes of direction in problem solving 
and also leads to a diversity of answers, where 
more than one answer is acceptable."4/ 
!./John J. DeBoer, "Teaching Critical Reading," Elementary 
English Review {October, 1946), 23:251. 
3/Glenn w. Wilcox, Construction of a Test of Certain 
Critical Reading Abilities, Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University, School of Education, 
Boston, 1951, p. 20. 
4/Jay Paul Guilford, Personality, McGraw-Hill Book Compan~ 
New York, 1959, p. 381. 
2 
He further states that the three qualities of "fluency, 




Durrell defines elaborative thinking as consisting 
" •••• such abilities as making comparisons or appli-
cations, seeing relationships between reading and 
other experiences, asking pertinent questions, 
adding illustrative incidents, discovering topics 
for further study, suggesting classroom or personal 
activities relating to reading, or other evidences 
of pertinent associations with the material read."2/ 
Organizational Thinking.-- Goodygoontz presents the 
following developmental stages in the ability to organize: 
"1. Learning all the material 
2. Discerning and selecting suitable answers and 
items of interest from a mass of details 
3. Using •mental selective machinery• to differ-
entiate relevant from irrelevant material, sub-
ordinate minor ideas under major headings, and 
ultimately co-ordinate ideas into a valuable, 
usable report. u]_/ 
She further states that the lessons necessary for 
1./Ibid., p. 389. 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Development of Comprehension and 
Interpretation, Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, 1949, Part II, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 202. 
]./Bess Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize What 






improving this ability are divided into two broad 
categories: "(1) analysis of what is read; and (2) syn-
1/ 
thesizing selected elements into a usable result." 
Team Learning.-- "Pupil team learning consists of 
dividing pupils into pairs, threes, or larger groups for 
2/ 
mutual aid in learning." 
2. Higher Mental Processes 
Research has illustrated that well designed lessons 
and drills in the higher mental processes result in sig-
nificant gains in the thinking areas emphasized. The 
writers will first cite such examples in the area of 
elaborative thinking, then critical thinking, and finally, 
organizational thinking. 
3. Research in Elaborative Thinking 
Durrell and Chambers state: 
"Probably the most important use of reading is 
elaborative thinking in its various forms: relating 
the content of reading to previous knowledge, illus-
trations, and applications, opportunities for use, 
relationships to other fields, and various associa-
tions which integrate reading into knowledge or 
1/Ibid., p. 88. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Pupil Team Learning, An Unpublished 
~nuscript, Boston Univ~rsity, 1962. p. 1. 
action. It will probably be found that well de-
signed exercises in elaborative thinking in reading 
will produce higher permanent retention. ".1./ 
This contention, however, was not borne out by the 
1:.1 
experiment conducted by Nunes, et al. Factual study 
guides were proven to be of more value when retention was 
being measured than the guides involving elaborative 
thinking. Two weeks after the completion of the unit of 
study, retention tests were again administered, and the 
factual study guides again displayed a higher quality of 
retention, although to not as great a degree as they did 
initially. 
ll 
An experiment performed by Burns, et al. displayed 
similar results. Three types of study guides were evaluated 
an thebasis of producing immediate recall. The guides con-
.±./Donald D. Durrell and J. Richard Chambers, "Research in 
Thinking Abilities Related to Reading," The Reading 
Teacher (December, 1958}, 12:91. 
l/Agnes Nunes, et al., A Comparison of Recall Using Factu~ 
Study Guides Versus Elaborative Thinking Study Guides in 
Grade Four, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 4 
School of Education, Boston, 1959. 
l/Anne I Burns, et al., An Evaluation of the Effective-
ness of Three Types of Study Guides in Producing Immediate 
Recall, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, 1959. 
5 
~~~==~==========================================~======== 
sisted of questions involving: (1) fact-finding and 
elaborative thinking; (2) factual information; and (3) 
elaborative thinking exercises. The guides were given in 
consecutive order, following three text units, each last-
ing two weeks. At the end of each unit a test was ad-
ministered to ascertain recall, and after an interval of 
21 days, a final test was given on all three units. The 
first type of guide above mentioned produced the greatest 
mean score of recall on the first test; the second type 
produced the next highest amount of recall; and the 
elaborative thinking guides illustrated the least amount 
of recall of the three. The same sequence was evident 
in the final test given three weeks later. 
Research has shown that elaborative thinking will 
ll 
improve with specific, directed teaching. Helseth con-
ducted a one-year study of elaborative thinking with stu-
dents studying United States history. Children were 
encouraged to ask and answer their own questions. 
Specific instruction and encouragement in that area pro-
l/Inga o. Helseth, Children's Thinking, Contributions to 
Education, Number 209, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1926. 
6 
duced these striking results: 
1. In September, recitation was passive. In May, the 
students, themselves, introduced problems upon 
which they wanted help. They used extensive 
material, and worked freely and critically with 
each other in solving problems. 
2. In the fall, no questions were asked, criticized, 
or applied. By spring, elaborative and critical 
thinking were used outside the classroom. A 
definite relationship was discerned between past 
and present-day proplems. 
3. Improvement was evident in problem-solving abili-
ties, from weak outlining to highly integrated 
work, organization, and analysis. 
4. Improvement was made in formulating conclusions. 
5. The initial method used by the students, that of 
listing a small unit of facts, was developed into 
one involving larger units and great planning. 
6. On a standard history test, the class exceeded 
grade norms, and on other tests, reflected gains 




Johnson also reported on the development of 
elaborative thinking in the social studies. The purposes 
of her experiment were to: (1) develop the ability to ask 
questions concerning a topic; (2) find topics related to 
the material read; (3) suggest activities related to a 
specific topic; and (4) ascertain the relationship between 
intelligence and elaborative thinking ability. Students 
worked initially in a whole-class situation, then in small 
groups, and finally, individually. Statistically signifi-
cant gains were made by the experimental groups in finding , 
questions, and activities, and topics related to a se-
lection. No significant relationship was found between 
intelligence and elaborative thinking ability. 
Associational reading and thinking abilities were 
11 
explored by Marden. Associational thinking was defined 
as, "thought processes in which the learner utilized 
1/Willimae Johnson, An Evaluation of Exercises in the 
Social Studies Used in the Development of Elaborative 
Thinking, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, 1950. 
\ 
1/Avis G. Marden, Associational Reading Abilities of the 
Seventh Grader, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1941. 
8 
whatever ideas within his experiential background show 
1.1 
relationship to a problem which has arisen." Associa-
tional reading "utilizes the learner's experiential 
knowledge to clarify or enrich the selection being 
l:.l 
read." The purpose of Marden's research was to dis-
cover: (1) the extent that seventh graders practice 
associational thinking while reading; and (2) the results 
of directed teaching of associational reading. A pretest 
determined that the students had little initial ability 
in this area. After ten weeks of directed teaching, 
another test was administered. The relationship between 
intelligence and the ability to suggest activities and 
questions was found to be low but positive. Because all 
students showed gains in the abilities taught, Marden 
concluded that development in associational reading 
ability depends mostly upon specific teaching. 
]./ 
Jenkins also evaluated the direct teadbing of 
1,/Ibid., p. 2. 
]:_/Ibid • I p. 3 • 
~/Ethel M. Jenkins, An Evaluation of Directed Teaching of 
Associational Reading in Social Studies with Sixth Grade 
Children, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1953. 
9 
-~~==~======================================1F======= 
associational reading. Her purpose, also, was to measure 
the extent of practice and evaluation of progress of 
associational thinking instruction. After seven weeks of 
instruction to an experimerttal group of sixth grade 
children, the Associational Reading Skills test was given 
to both these students and a control group. The experi-
mental group made significant gains; intelligence appeared 
to be of no important factor; reading achievement and 
associational reading ability were found to be greatly 
related. 
4. Research in Critical Thinking 
It has been shown that critical thinking, as well as 
elaborative thinking, can be developed and improved 
through specific instruction and practice. 
~/ 
Glaser experimented in the development of critical 
thinking in grade twelve. Teaching material for this 
purpose was constructed and presented. At the conclusion 
of the unit, the material was evaluated. Results showed 
~/Edward M. Glaser, An Experiment in the Development of 
Critical Thinking, Contributions to Education, Number 843, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1941. 
10 
~~==~==================~==================~======= 
that teaching procedures and techniques are effective in 
the development of critical thinking. Intelligence and 
critical thinking ability were not too closely related 
(4.5 correlation). Reading abilit¥ was found to be 
closely related to critical thinking ability. 
l./ 
Wright stone appraised elementary school practices, 
regarding ~ritical thinking, in New York City. Schools 
were divided into two groups, those which emphasized 
critical thinking, and those with traditional methods. 
Pupils' ability was measured to: (1) obtain facts~ 
(2) interpret and explain facts~ and (3) apply conclusions 
to new or different situations. The results of the tests 
showed that the pupils in the experimental schools had 
superior ability in the above three areas, as compared to 
their fellow-students in the traditional schools. 
Critical reading comprehension in the intermediate 
2:.1 
grades was studied by Gans. Because the students in her 
~/J. Wayne Wrightstone, Appraisal of Newer Elementary 
School Practices, Contributions to Education, Number 843, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1941. 
2/Roma Gans, Critical Reading Comprehension in the Inter-
mediate Grades, Contributions to Education, Number 811, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
11 
-~~=======i~U~n~i~v~e~r~s~i~t~:y~,~N~e~w~Y~o~rk~,==l~9=4~0~.=================================#=========== 
research who scored highly on standardized reading tests 
did not, for the most part, score well on a critical 
reading test, she conclUded that the ability to read 
critically requires specific teaching. 
Concerning the implications of the results of re-
search in the field of critical thinking, Wrightstone 
says: 
" •••• it may be reasonably assumed that pupils who have 
the advantages of instruction which emphasizes the 
defined aspects of critical thinking will have a 
definite superiority in terms of pupil growth and 
performance over pupils taught by conventional 
practices. "1/ 
5. Research in Organizational Thinking 
The importance of the development of organizational 
skills is clearly illustrated by several studies in the 
field. 
The outcome of specific training in organizational 
1:.1 
skills in the fourth grade was demonstrated by Hanley. 
The major aims of an eight week program were to: (1) in-
~/Wrightstone, op. cit., pp. 194-195. 
~/Gertrude T. Hanley, An Evaluation of the Effect of a 
Proaram of Specific Traininq in the Skill of Orqanization 
in Improvina Comprehension in the Fourth Grade, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 
~ Boston, 1953. 
12 
still clear concepts of material read; (2) recognize 
major and minor thoughts; and (3) develop the ability to 
differentiate between the two. The results of both the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test in Elementary Reading and 
informal tests w.ea:.e a definite statistical gain in the 
group that received the instruction, as compared with 
students in a control group. 
1/ 
Salisbury studied the transfer effects of out-
lining. She found that training in this skill produced 
not only better mastery of the skill, but also resulted 
in transfer to reading ability. Reading ability im-
proved, reading of study materials was slowed down, and 
comprehension was more complete. The experiment also 
demonstrated that training was more effective if in-
tensive, rather than intermittent. 
Newlum, teaching children to summarize in fifth 
grade history, produced, " •••• increased achievement in the 
mastery of facts and information in history over ordinary 
1./Rachael Salisbury, "A study of Transfer Effects of 
Training in Logical Organization," Journal of Educational 
Research (December, 1934), 28:241-254. 
13 
1./ 
ways of studying." 
2/ 
Barton found that high school students who studied 
outlining mastered a great deal more subject matter than 
students not utilizing outlining. 
6. Summary of Research 
On Higher Mental Processes 
From the research cited, it is apparent that: 
(1) most students• abilities in the area of higher mental 
processes is underdeveloped; and (2) direct teaching in 
these areas results in improvement of the skill ern-
phasized and, in many cases, transfer to other subject 
matter fields. 
Because thinking abilities can be developed, the 
writers feel that methodology of instruction in this area 
merits attention. The purpose of this study is to 
evaluate the effect of team learning on retention of 
subject matter, when study of the material involves 
1/Chester 0. Newlum, Teaching Children to Summarize in 
Fifth Grade History, Contributions to Education, Number 
404, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1930, p. 53. 





higher mental processes. 
7. Team Learning 
Purpose of the study.-- This study was conducted to 
determine the effect of pupil team learning on materials 
that involved the higher mental processes versus indi-
vidual work on the same materials. It was an attempt to 
evaluate the apparent advantages of pupils working with 
partners, rather than individually, to increase their 
ability to think on a high level through the use of read-
ing materials. 
What team learning means.-- As pointed out by 
Weinswig: 
"Team learning encourages small group work. 
Children work in pairs, teams of three, or teams of 
five depending upon the nature of the task. Often 
the work of the small groups is self-directed and 
allows for the maximum amount of differentiated 
instruction according to the progress rate and level 
of ability of the pupil. u.J:/ 
Weinswig adds: 
"Many techniques have been employed in the 
adaptation of materials to provide the greatest 
service to the educational needs of pupils. Among 
1 /S • EOwa rd We in swig , =E:....:v-=a=-=l:..::u::.:a::.;t=-=~=-· o=-=n=-=---=-o=f--=L::.;::e:..=s:..=s;;..;o:..::n~s=--t.=..o=--T=e-=a:..::c=h 
Introductory Map Skills in Grade 4," Unpublished Doctoral 
~~g~;r~~t~~~, Boston University, School of Education, 
15 
the theories which evolved is the team learning 
concept of instruction. Team learning is not 
new; it appears to be a natural development from 
programs of individualized instruction, and ac-
tivity programs."Y 
8. Literature and Research 
To afford children maximum participation in modern 
classroom activities and to provide for differentiated 
instruction, Catterson has this to say in regard to team 
learning: 
"The pressure of numbers of children, increased 
emphasis on social development, the addition of 
subject matter to the curriculum, and the demand for 
greater efficiency among classroom teachers has 
mearit that much attention has been directed of late 
to the development of improved materials and tech-
niques for the classroom • .. y 
Catterson states further: 
"There has been, therefore, much interest and 
research in the area of team learning, self-direction 
and subject grouping, as modes of saving teacher and 
pupil time and improving pupil achievement."..J/ 
1/0p. cit., p. 33. 
2/Jane Catterson, Inductive vs. Deductive Methods in 
Word Analysis in Grade Five, Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University, School of Education, 
Boston, 1959, p. 37. 
l/Loc. cit. 
16 
In providing for individual ·differences, having 
children work alone is not always the best means for 
developing individuality, according to Washburne, when 
he asserts: 
" •••• we recognize that the individual is part 
of a large social organism; to function adequately 
and harmoniously in that organism he needs, on the 
one hand, certain knowledges and skills with his 
fellows •••• and on the other hand, a realization of 
the integral interdependence existing between him 
and his fellows • .. y 
Also, as indicated by Chase: 
"Individual assignments are made in line with 
individual needs, but always with the knowledge that 
growth toward certain educational goals also comes 
through group work. "l:..l 
Wrightstone declares: 
"Thinking may be carried on by individuals 
alone, but in classrooms and in the community 
effective solutions to problems usually represent 
group thinking."]./ 
More support is lent to the theory of effective 
1/Carleton Washburne, Adjusting the School to the Child, 
Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, 1925. University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, Preface p. i. 
1/W. Linwood Chase, Individual Differences in Classroom 
Learning, Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, 1957, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, p. 164. 
17 
~ 3/Wrightstone, op. cit., p. 42. 




thinking in individuals by means of group work. Gray 
contends as follows: 
"Experience shows clearly that pupil develop-
ment cannot always be achieved most effectively as 
the child works alone. Of great importance is the 
stimulus and added insight which result when he 
works cooperatively with others in achieving common 
goals.".!/ 
The importance of group work is further justified in 
the following statement by Brueckner and Grossnickle: 
"The experience of working together with others 
in the study and solutions of vital problems and of 
accepting the responsibility for assignments by the 
group contributes to the social qualities and 
abilities which are fundamental to life in a 
democracy. Within these units there are such a 
wide variety of activities possible that all pupils 
can find ways in each of them to make worthwhile 
contributions to the group according to his inter-
ests, abilities, and special talents."~/ 
According to Wrightstone, "democratic leadership" is 
not the only out-growth of group learning. It: 
" •••• causes other pupil attitudes to emerge, 
such as concern for the welfare of the group, for 
the individual within a group, and for effective 
!/William Gray (Editor and Compiler), Classroom Tech-
niques in Improving Reading, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago~ 1949, p. 23. 
1/Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, Bbw to 
Make Arithmetic Meaningful, J. c. Winston Company, 
Philadelphia, 1947, p. 153. 
1/ 
working relationships among group members."-
In the same vein of thought, Strang declares: 
" •••• A group builds up integrity and person-
ality, strengthens the individual's awareness of 
being a member interacting with others for positive 
purposes. ul/ 
Also, Strang adds, " •.•• group work is planned ex-
periences which foster desirable changes in individuals 
]../ 
as a whole." 
The attainment of many and varied objectives in 
education through working in groups is justified by Burr 
when he reports: 
"Modern schools are responsible for teaching 
children to assume shared responsibilities and to 
carry on co-operative activities, both of which 
contribute to the otpimum development of the indi-
vidual personality and to the common group life. 
Through group work children not only get important 
work done; they also learn the meaning of shared 
roles of leadership, the responsibility inherent in 
freedom, the necessity of critical thinking in the 
solution of problems, and the need for the con-
tinuous evaluation, both products of group activity 
1:./J. Wayne Wrightstone, "What Research Says about Class 
Organization for Instruction, .. National Education 
Association Journal (April, 1957), 46:4:255. 
1/Ruth Strang, Group Work in Education, Harpers Brothers, 
New York, 1958, p. 8. 





and the processes employed." 
To afford a child maximum participation in modern 
classroom activities, to allow for individual differ-
ences, to "augment leadership" instead of "followship," 
to "increase a child's self-direction and initiative," in 
achievement skills and specialization skills by having 
him work together with a number of individuals can be 
followed by applying Thelen's "principle of least group 
11 
size." According to Thelen, the smaller the group 
working together, the more the participation on the part 
of the individual, thus leading to the theory that 
children often work better and gain greater results by 
working in pairs or in small groups. 
Markovin indicated the advantages of team learning 
as follows: 
"By entering into the team spirit, classmates 
should learn to divide their functions and duties, 
as members •••• and abide by the rules of the game, to 
think together, and to co-operate. They learn to 
~/James B. Burr, Lowry W. Harding, and Leland B. Jacobs, 
Student Teaching in the Elementary School, Appleton-
Century Crofts, New York, 1950, p. 253. 
2/Herbert A. Thelen, "Group Dynamics in Instruction: The 
Principle of Least Group Size," School Review (March, 
1947), 57:142. 
participate actively or vicariously in different 
situations in or out of school, to plan and 
evaluate, to discuss, report, and dramatize ...... .!./ 
He went on to explain that, "learning takes place 
more effectively when children do it not as consumers 
only but also as active participants in and out of 
~I 
school." 
9. Experiments in Team Learning 
As pointed out by Weinswig, "Experimentation in team 
learning has not been widespread: yet studies which have 
been conducted reflect findings which encourage a wide 
ll 
area of research." 
In her study with Graded Lessons for Use in Study 
Team, Grade 4, Campanaro found that: 
"Group work gave the pupils a sense of bene-
ficial effect. The timid and shy child gained self-
confidence, the aggressive gained a spirit of co-
operation, and all had a desirable interest to 
learn. The active role of a child participating in 
a group brought out a greater gain in learning than 
.!./Boris Markovin, "Growth through Speaking and Listening," 
Elementary English Review (March, 1949), 26:130. 
~/Loc. cit. 
3/Weinsig, op. cit., p. 35. 
2l 
~~~==~========================================~======= 
when the very same child had to concentrate, study, 
and sit by himself. nl./ 
Campanaro concluded, •More effective action is se-
cured when children study, work, and evaluate together. 
The value of group work in relation to learning is 
11 
great." 
Campanaro also found in her study with teams that: 
"The children enjoyed working in groups and 
expressed their desires to do more lessons in the 
same manner ••••• The children preferred working 
with boys and girls in teams of two and five."l/ 
In her report, Campanaro further states, "Group 
activity aided the youngsters in clearer thinking .••• and 
encouraged them to participate, and express their ideas 
!I 
with greater confidence. 11 
Affirmation of team learning as an effective teach-
ing technique was given by Clapper, et al. in these words: 
"Team work lends itself well to use in reading 
work and to many other areas in the elementary 
1/Lena Campanaro, Graded Lessons for the Use of Study 
Teams, Grade 4, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1956, p. 33. 
2/Loc. cit. 
]./Ibid., p. 40. 
4/Ibid., p. 39. 
22 
-~h; ====~======================================~r======= 
curriculum. Paired practice provides additional 
time that is necessary if the teacher is to provide 
for all the individual needs within her class-
room. ul,/ 
In his study of the use of graded study guides in 
Grade 5, Zubrinski found that, "The grouping of pupils in 
two and three member teams was the most successful from 
the point of view of work accomplished by individual and 
~I 
group harmony. " 
Another observation by Zubrinski was reported as 
follows: 
11 Most of the slower pupils enjoyed reading the 
questions before reading the paragraphs; otherwise, 
they found the work difficult. On the other hand, 
most of the better readers in the fast and average 
groups found it more interesting to read the 
questions after reading the paragraphs; otherwise, 
the work was too easy for them. "l/ 
4/ 
Weinswig, in his evaluation of the study conducted 
1,/Harriet Clapper, et al., The Effectiveness of Paired 
Learning on a Reading Program in Grades 2 and 3, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of 
Education, Boston, 1958, p. 91. 
~/Eugene Zubrinski, An Evaluation in the Improvement of 
Oral and Written Recall with the Use of Graded Study 
Guides in Grade 5, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1957, p. 48. 
~/Ibid., p. 49. 
4/Weinswig, op. cit., p. 20. 
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by him in the area of map study skills, discovered that 
team learning contributed to the gains made by the ex-
perimental groups. The greatest gains were made by those 
pupils working in teams of three, followed by those 
pupils who worked by pairs, followed by those in the ex-
perimental group who worked alone. The latter group made 
gains over the control group. He added that in social 
studies factual data the experimental groups working in 
pairs and in three•s showed gains statistically superior 
to the gains of the children who had worked alone or who 
were in the control group. 
Some of the social-personal learnings among the 
pupils as reported by Weinswig were as follows: 
"There was some social improvement in all 
classes, where ineffective groups existed; they 
were mainly due to slow children working together, 
absenteeism, and personality conflicts. All 
teachers indicated initiative beyond the lessons to 
do extra map work and children were using maps and 
globes more freely than had previous classes."!/ 
In a study of differentiated instruction in self-
contained classrooms conducted in the town of Dedham, 
Massachusetts, in order to initiate and evaluate methods 
1:./0p. cit., p. 182. 
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for adapting instruction in the intermediate grades to 
the needs of children in reading, arithmetic, spelling, 
and language, McHugh stated that specific areas of 
services were: 
11 1. Reading: silent and oral reading, word and study 
skills, comprehension, and correction of reading 
difficulties. 
2. Arithmetic: meaning, computation, problem 
solving, and skills. 
3. Spelling: mastery of spelling words in text, 
word meaning and imagery transfer of spelling 
words to writing, and personal spelling lists. 
4. Language: outlining, creative writing, proof-
reading, usage, and mechanics of writing."Y 
Included in the experimental group were all the 
children and classrooms in the intermediate grades in 
the 1958-1959 school year. In the control group were all 
the children and classrooms in the intermediate grades 
in the 1957-1958 school year. Each teacher served as 
his own control. 
The program of differentiated instruction produced 
the following achievement in the skill areas as reported 
_!/Walter J. McHugh, 11 Pupil Team Learning in Skills 
Subjects in the Intermediate Grades, .. The Journal of 
Education, Boston University School of Education 





"1. The program of differentiated instruction in 
grade four produced a statistically significant 
improvement over the previous year only in 
spelling~ in other subjects there were no sig-
nificant changes. 
2. In grade five, the program produced improvements 
in all subjects~ these gains were statistically 
significant in three of the six measures. 
3. Grade six showed marked improvement under 
differentiated instruction; the improvements 
were statistically significant in five out of 
six measures. ".1/ 
ll 
Manning conducted a study which involved differ-
entiated instruction in the content areas of social 
studies, literature, and science in the Dedham schools. 
The population for this experimental group included the 
pupils in the fifth and sixth grades in Dedham during the 
1958-1959 school year. The control group consisted of 
the fifth and sixth grade pupils during the school year 
1957-1958. 
Only grades five and six were used in the evaluation 
~/Ibid., pp. 50,51. 
]:_/John c. Manning, "Differentiating Instruction in the 
Content Subjects in the Intermediate Grades," Journal of 
Education, Boston University School of Education 
(December, 1959), 142:2:52. 
~~==~==================================~r====== 
of this program and no data are provided for grade four. 
The achievement gains of the experiment were reported by 
Manning as follows: 
11 1. There were no significant changes in achievement 
in history as measured by the standard test 
used. 
2. Geography improved significantly under the 
differentiated program: grade five made a mean 
gain of five months, grade six a mean gain of 
eight months. 
3. Literature achievement was significantly im-
proved under the program of differentiated 
instruction: a gain of seven months was found 
in grade five, a gain of one year in grade six. 
4. Science achievement also showed improvement 
under the experimental program: the gain of five 
months in grade six was statistically signifi-
cant. u.J:./ 
2:.1 
Reagan, who conducted a study in "Improving Recall 
through Graded Study Lessons in Grade Four," divided the 
pupils into three groups according to their ability, with 
teams of two, three, and five in each level of ability. 
He concludes his findings as follows: 
1./Ibid., p. 66. 
2:./John F. Reagan, Improving Recall through Graded Study 
Lessons in Grade 4, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1957, p. 38. 
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"The children thoroughly enjoyed working with 
graded study lessons and with other children in 
groups. Teams of two pupils seemed the most 
practical as did one pupil working with the pupil-
teacher. "1:/ 
Reagan adds further: 
"Specific practice in oral recall by means of 
graded study lessons for group use produced marked 
gain in oral recall ability of the experimental 
groups. The mean difference of 3.97 over the 
control group, with a critical ratio of 4.4 was 
statistically significant."Y 
In written recall the mean difference was 6.14 in 
favor of the experimental group, with a critical ratio 
of 6.0, which was highly significant. 
However, both groups, the control and the experi-
mental, were divided into teams, whereby, there is no 
definite knowledge of how much team learning contributed 
to the gains in oral and written recall. 
In his study, Culliton states: 
"The size of the group appeared to be a factor 
in retention of expository material: (1) when 
different-sized discussion groups (one, two, three, 
and five members) are utilized: and (2) when 
different discussion techniques, short answers, 
multiple choice, multiple answers, or critical 
thinking and elaborative thinking questions are 






In Phase I, the highest mean score made by those 
working in teams of three was 14.66, followed by those 
pupils working in pairs who scored 14.45, followed by 
those in teams of five whose score was 14.40, and last of 
all the mean score of those pupils working individually 
was .08. 
In Phase II of the experiment, the teams of three 
made the highest mean score, 11.51; followed by those 
working in pairs who made 11.38; followed by pupils in 
teams of five whose score was 10.08; and, again, the 
least mean score of 9.98 made by those working individu-
ally. 
In both phases of the study, retention was greatest 
when children worked in groups of three. 
2/ 
In an experiment conducted by Nunes, et al., the 
.!/Thomas E. Culliton, Group Size in Relation to the Dis-
cussion Tasks in Learning, Unpublished Doctoral Disserta-
tion, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 
1961, pp. 115-120. 
l/Agnes Nunes, et al., A Comparison of Recall Using 
Factual Study Guides vs. Elaborative Thinking Study 
Guides in Grade Four, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1959, pp. 60-64. 
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data obtained from the weekly scores showed the mean of 
the classes using factual guides to be 3.14 points 
higher than the mean of the classes using elaborative 
study guides. Statistically significant was the critical 
ratio of 3.77. However, in the Nunes experiment, a 
delayed test given two weeks after the last elaborative 
study guide had been used, showed the mean of the classes 
using factual study guides to be .34 higher than the 
mean of the classes using elaborative study guides. 
This, then, shows a gain in the pupils• ability to do 
elaborative thinking. If practice had been continued, 
indications are that the difference might have been even 
1/ 
less, according to Nunes, et al. 
In their suggestions for further study, they stated: 
"It is possible that the differences in recall 
found in this study may be due to the differences 
in the size of the team. (The work had been done 
in teams of three and teams of five). Another study 
using pupil teams of two versus three, or other 
varying sizes, may result in a difference of find-
ings."~/ 
1:/Ibid., p. 66. 




A study was conducted by Knowlton and Johnson, in 
which they measured and compared retention between 
children working alone and with a partner, using SRA 
(Scientific Research Association) reading materials. In 
this experiment the total population of 150 sixth graders 
from four different elementary schools was divided into 
two groups, one of which worked individually, and the 
other with partners. The study lasted a period of ten 
consecutive days, after which a final measure was ad-
ministered a week later. Knowlton concluded as follows: 
"1. A comparison of the total population showed no 
significance between working alone or with a 
partner. A critical ratio of .63 favored indi-
vidual work. 
2. The inexperienced pairs had better retention 
when working alone. A critical ratio of 2.61 
favored working individually. 
3. Experienced pairs had better retention when 
working with a partner. A critical ratio of 
3.18 favored paired work. 
4. When working in pairs, people with previous 
paired experience had better retention. A 
~/Alvin Knowlton and Wilfred Johnson, A Comparison of 
Individual and Paired Learning for the Measurement of 
Retention, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, 1961, pp. 10, 18-24. 
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critical ratio of 2.98 favored people with ex-
perience.".!/ 
"Previous experience appears to be a significant 
factor as an aid to retention in paired work," they 
2/ 
asserted. 
Durrell, who has initiated much of the experiments 
in pupil team learning and has encouraged research, using 
partners, or groups of three, or larger groups, states: 
"Team learning is presented as an additional 
way to serve the learning needs of pupils, such as 
adjusting to differences in levels of achievement, 
rates of progress, and special difficulties re-
quiring intensive instruction. It may be used to 
provide enrichment, to extend the depth and breadth 
of learning, to increase the understanding of con-
cepts and the retention of knowledge. It seems 
especially suited to the development of thinking 
abilities--elaborative, organizational, and 
critical."l/ 
It is- the hope of the writers to find that paired 
team fearning is a contributing factor in increasing the 
children's abilities in higher mental processes in-
volving SRA reading materials. 
1/Loc .~ cit • 
2/Loc. cit. 
d/Donald Durrell, Pupil Team Learning, Unpublished 
Manuscript, Boston Unive~sity, 1962, p. 1. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The purpose of this study was to measure and 
compare the effect of individual learning versus term 
practice in reading materials involving organizational 
thinking. 
To prepare for the study, it was necessary to: 
1. Develop materials of instruction involving or-
ganizational thinking to be used as study guides 
by the children in several classrooms 
2. Include directions, both general and specific, 
for the teachers and the pupils in the use of 
the materials 
3. Plan use of materials 
4. Develop measures of achievements. 
1. Materials of Instruction 
The reading materials used for this study were se-
lected from the SRA reading laboratory kit, copyright 
1958, produced by the Science Research Associates, Inc., 
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of 57 West Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. The kit con-
tains reading materials of 150 power builder stories on 
cards, 15 stories at each of the ten grade levels. Each 
level of difficulty is designated by a color. At the end 
of each story are exercises to test the reading power of 
the pupils. 
The level of difficulty chosen for this experiment 
was the grade six level (designated by the tan color). 
This particular level was the seventh from the lowest 
range of difficulty. Special permission had been given 
by the SRA (Science Research Associates) to reproduce the 
first ten stories of the grade six level of difficulty. 
It was necessary to have all the pupils read each story 
at the same time. The ten stories were mimeographed and 
were equal to the original material except for the ab-
sence of the illustrations. 
A study guide with problems involving organizational 
thinking was developed for each of the ten stories in the 
grade six level of difficulty. A sample of the study 
guide for story number six entitled "Superhuman Courage" 
is included in this description of materials used and may 




the Science Research Associates, Inc. The study guides 
were designed for self-correction as were the original 
exercises. 
In order to increase the ability of the pupils to 
do organizational thinking, it was necessary to develop 
an instrument that would serve as a study guide, one for 
each reading story. Each study guide was based on 
problems having to do with organizational thinking rather 
than on exercises about mere facts. For comparison, a 
sample of the exercises found at the end of the reading 
story entitled 11 Superhuman Courage" (number six) is in-
eluded below, followed by the problems in the study 
guide for the same story as developed by the writers for 
their experiment. 
(Sample: from original exercises for Story #6) 
How Well Did You Read? 
What did the writer say? 
1. The leader of the party was 
A. Xavier Mertz 
B. Douglas Mawson 
C. Lieutenant Ninnis 
~b. ==~=====================================9F====== 
2. Douglas Mawson 
A. had never been on a Polar expedition before 
B. took a trip to the Polar region yearly 
c. had been on a Polar expedition before 
3. When Mawson started out alone every inch of the trip 
was 
A. dangerous but not difficult 
B. a struggle 
c. hard but not dangerous 
Read between the lines 
4. At first, the two dogteams included 
A. more than six dogs 
B. two dogs 
C. less than six dogs 
The above sample may be compared with the problems 
developed by the writers for this same reading story. 
The problems appear in the study guide as follows: 
Name Name 
SUPERHUMAN COURAGE - No. 6 
1. Another good name for this story would be: 
a. The World 1 S Largest Glaciers 
b. Three Men and Two Dog Teams 
c. An Unbelievable Adventure 
d. Only One Returned 
e. An Eight Day Hike 
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2. A good title for paragraph 2 is: 
a. A Description of the Antarctic 
b. A Month•s Journey 
c. Looking for Adventure 
d. Hazards of the Antarctic 
e. Diseases of the Antarctic 
3. The sentence that best summarizes what happened in the 
story between paragraphs 16 and 24 is: 
a. Mawson left Mertz, and forged on by himself. 
b. Enduring painful, harsh, experiences, Mawson 
finally reached safety. 
c. Mawson was very lucky. 
d. Mawson nearly died when the snow gave way beneath 
him. 
e. Mawson never gave up hope, and returned to 
safety. 
4. What four words best describe how Mawson probably felt 
years later, when he looked back upon this experience? 
a. discouraged f. flattered 
b. thankful g. relieved 
c. confused h. angry 
d. overjoyed i. proud 
e. noble j 0 worried 
2. Directions for the Use of Materials 
All the pupils were instructed to read the study 
guide first, then the story. Those who worked in pairs 
were instructed to read the story individually but to 
discuss and compare their answers with their partner. 
The children were directed to complete the exercises in 
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checked their answers with those the classroom teacher 
had written on the blackboard. 
Included below are general directions for the class-
room teachers conducting the experiment, followed by 
more specific instructions for work to be done individu-
ally and by partners, together with directions to be read 
to the pupils working individually and to those pupils 
working in pairs. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
This study is an attempt to determine whether team 
study or individual study is more beneficial in the re-
tention of material, when the methods utilized in studying 
the material involve high mental processes. 
Please use the guidesheets in order, starting with 
number one, and following the instructions for team or 
individual work, as indicated on the cover of the folder 
containing the guide sheets. 
~Refer to the other Instruction Sheet for specific 
directions. Have the children circle the letter of the 
answer that they believe to be correct. When the class 
has finished, "unveil" the answers, that have been 
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written on the board, and kept covered. If the students 
have an incorrect answer, they should refer back to 
story and see why the correct answer is better than their 
original choice. Please do not assist the students at 
any time, regarding the choosing or checking of answers. 
When completed, please collect the sheets, and place 
them back into their respective folders, which will be 
collected. 
The only criterion for grouping in teams is 
congeniality. 
Thank you very much for your time and assistance. 
Specific Instructions for Teacher 
(Individual Work) 
1. Write the answers to the study guides on the black-
board. Cover answers. 
2. Hand out stories and study guides. 
3. Have the individual student put his name on the blank 
on the right side at the top of the study guide. 
4. Explain to the pupils that they will read first the 
study guide by themselves. 
5. Explain to the pupils that they will read the story 
silEmtly. by themselves. 
~h· ====~======================================~======= 
6. Have the pupils do the written exercises in the 
study guides at the end of the story, and circle 
the letter beside the correct answer. 
7. When the exercises have been completed, tell the 
children to raise their hands. Uncover answers on 
board. 
8. Have each pupil check his answers with those on the 
board so that the children may check their work 
immediately. 
9. Please read the pupils' directions to the class. 
Pupil Directions for Working Individually 
PLEASE LISTEN CAREFULLY: 
You are to read the exercises in the study guide 
first. wnen you have finished, read the story to your-
self, and do the exercises in the study guide. Notice 
the small numbers in the margins. They indicate the 
numbers of the paragraphs. If you are not sure of your 
answers, you should go back to the story and check to be 
certain you are right. When you have finished, raise 
your hand and your teacher will then permit you to check 
your answers with those she has written on the board. 
There is no time limit so do the best you can. Be sure 
to circle the letter beside the correct answer. 
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Specific Instruction to t~§ Tea~her 
{Paired Work) 
1. Write the answers on the board before the lesson 
begins and cover answers. 
2. Choose group leaders to hand out and collect the read-
ing materials and the study guides. 
3. Assign pupils into pairs. It is advisable to choose 
pupils who can work together with congeniality. 
4. Have both pupils write their names on the blanks 
provided at the top of the study guide. 
5. Explain to the pupils that they will read first the 
study guides to themselves and then read the story 
individually; but that they will work with their 
partner to compare and discuss their answers when 
doing the written exercises in the study guides. Tell 
pupils to circle the letter beside the correct answer. 
6. When these exercises have been completed, tell the 
children to raise their hands. Uncover answers on 
board. 
7. Allow each pair to check the answers immediately. 
8. Please read the pupils' directions to the class. 
Pupil Directions for Paired Work 
PLEASE LISTEN CAREFULLY: 
You are going to read the study guide by yourself. 
Then you are going to read the story by yourself. When 
you have finished reading the story, work with your 
partner to do the exercises in the study guide. Be sure 
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to note the small numbers in the margins, for they indi-
cate which paragraphs are mentioned in the exercises in 
the study guides. Be sure to discuss your answers. If 
you are not sure or you disagree, go back in the story 
and check. Work together on all of the exercises. 
Circle the letter beside the correct answer. 
When you have finished, raise your hand and the 
teacher will permit you and your partner to check to-
gether your answers with those on the board. There is no 
time limit so do the best you can. 
3. Procedure 
This study to measure and compare the effect of 
individual learning versus team practice in reading 
materials involving organizational thinking was conducted 
for a period of ten consecutive school days; during 
which period, one story of the ten stories in the grade 
six level of the SRA reading laboratory kit was read by 
the pupils followed by the completion of the study guide 
developed for each of the ten stories. 
The study was conducted in two eastern Massachusetts 
school systems where four heterogeneous classrooms were 
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selected for the experiment. There had been no previous 
experience with SRA reading materials. One classroom had 
previous experience in team learning. The total popu-
lation was 92 sixth grade pupils from two different ele-
mentary schools. The classrooms ranged in size from 22 
to 28 pupils. There were 49 girls and 43 boys. 
The population was separated into two groups of two 
classrooms each. Group One consisted of classrooms 01 
and W1 and Group Two of classrooms 02 and W2. 
The following chart shows that during the ten-day 
period the pupils of Group One {consisting of classrooms 
Ql and w1 ) worked on the odd-numbered stories in pairs; 
whereas, the pupils of Group Two (consisting of class-
rooms 02 and W2) worked on the even-numbered stories in 
pairs. Group One did the even-numbered stories individu-
ally; whereas, Group Two worked the odd-numbered stories 
individually. Thus, all children worked alone and with 
a partner for an equal period of time. 
-
Table 1. Group Organization 




(Ql and Wl) 
Second Week 
Group II 







Story Story Story 
3 4 5 
p I 1 
l 
p 
Story Story Story 
8 9 10 
p I p 
At the end of the two-week experimental period, two 
tests were given: {1) a factual test as a means of 
measuring retention; and (2) a test to measure the 
growth of ability to do organizational thinking. 
4. Final Measures 
Two final tests were developed. One was a test to 
measure the retention of facts and contained ten items 
for each story or a total of one hundred factual 
questions for the ten stories in reading. Of the ten 
items for each story, five were of the multiple-choice 
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type; and the other five, of the completion type. 
The other final test was developed to measure 
growth in organizational ability in reading. This test 
included one question involving organizational thinking 
for each reading story. It is important to note that 
the questions in the final measure were not the same as 
the ones used in the practice exercises or the study 
guides. Since the two final tests were administered 
during the third week, it was decided that the title of 
each story should be provided as a memory clue to orient 
the child to the particular story. Both final tests, 
the factual and the organizational, were separated into 
ten sections with the title of each story appearing 
before the questions. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was an attempt to as-
certain the effect of team learning on retention of 
material, the study of which involved tasks requiring 
high mental processes. The study tasks involved 
primarily organizational, critical, and elaborative 
thinking. The population involved in the study worked 
in pairs and individually, using stories from level 
seven (tan) of the S.R.A. reading materials. 
The data obtained have been analyzed for the follow-
ing purposes: 
1. To indicate the mean intelligence quotients of 
the population 
2. To compare the retention of lessons studied in 
teams with the retention of lessons studied in-
dividually, evaluated by a completion - multiple 
choice test 
3. To compare the retention of lessons studied in 
-46-
teams with the retention of lessons studied in-
dividually, evaluated by a test requiring listing 
of facts from the material studied 
4. To ascertain by which study method (team or indi-
vidual work) the brighter half and the lower half 
of the population maintained the best retention 
5. To ascertain retention of pupils experienced in 
team work with those inexperienced in studying 
with partners 
6. To evaluate preference of both the teachers and 
pupils, regarding paired vs. individual work. 
In a total population of 92, the intelligence 
quotients ranged from 73 to 140. The mean intelligence 







Table 2 illustrates the results of retention on the 
completion - multiple choice test. The total number of 
points possible was 50. Low scores were due mainly to 
absences. The mean score of the pupils who worked in 
pairs is 21.30 compared with 21.94 to those who worked 
individually. The mean difference in retention is .64 
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in favor of the students who studied individually. The 
critical ratio of .61 is not statistically significant, 
indicating little difference in retention when study 
involved high mental processes, working individually vs. 
working in pairs. 
Table 2. Final Scores - Completion - Multiple Choice 
Test - Individuals and Pairs 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff.M S.E.Diff. 
Indivi-
duals 21.94 6.04 .63 
92 .64 1.05 
Pairs 21.30 8.05 .84 
Table 3 shows that in the test involving listing, 
C.R 
.61 
those who worked in pairs attained a mean score of 8.34, 
compared to 10.67 of those working alone. The total 
number of points possible to obtain was 43. As with the 
first test, low scores were due, primarily, to absences. 
The difference between the means was 2.32, favoring 
those working individually. The critical ratio of 3.52 
is statistically significant, indicating that pupils 
working individually were better able to list factual 
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recall than those who had studied the material in pairs. 
Table 3. Final Scores - Listing Test - Individuals and 
Pairs 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M I ;S.E.Diff. I • C .R. 
Indivi-
duals 10.67 4.35 .46 
90 2.32 .66 3 0 52 
Pairs 8.34 4.53 .48 
Tables 4 and 5 show retention between the 
brighter half and lower half of the population, depending 
upon the study method utilized. These two tables were 
computed on the basis of the completion - multiple choice 
test. 
Table 4, involving the brighter students, shows 
the difference between the means to be 1.24, in favor of 
the individual study method. The critical ratio of .90 
is statistically insignificant, suggesting that there was 
little difference in retention, using either individual 





Table 4. Bright Half of Population - Completion -
Multiple Choice Test - Individuals ana Pairs 
------,-N_u_m_b_e_r-+
1
-Me __ a_n-+l_s_._n_.-+_s_._E_. __ M--+,-n_~_· f_f: M ] s. E •Diff .[c. R 
1 I I 
I 1. 24 1. 38 1 • 90 24.00 6.45 Pairs .96 45 
Indivi-
duals 
25.24 6.62 .99 
Table 5 illustrates the same material as the above, 
in this case, dealing with that half of the population 
with the lowest IQ's. The difference between the means 
is .33, favoring individual study. As above, the 
critical ratio of .18 is not significant. It appears 
that, regarding the lower half of the population, method 
of study for retention had little relationship to IQ. 
Table 5. Lower Half of Population - Completion - Multiple 
Choice Test - Pairs and Individuals 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff. C.R 
Pairs 18.17 8.80 1.291 
Indivi- 48 ! .33 1.83 .18 
duals 18.50 8.95 1. 30 I 
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Tables 6 and 7 compare the scores obtained by the 
brighter and lower halves of the population on the list-
ing test. 
Table 6 shows that the bright half of the population 
attained a mean score of 12.86 when studying in pairs, 
and .69 points higher when studying individually. The 
critical ratio of .88 is not statistically significant, 
and shows little difference in study method utilized by 
the top half of the students on a listing test. 
Table 6. Bright Half of Population - Listing Test -
Pairs and Individuals 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff~ 




duals 13.55 3.18 .48 
Table 7 shows that in the listing test, the lower 
C.R 
.88 
half of the population attained 1.05 points higher when 
utilizing the individual method of study. The critical 
ratio of 1.18 is not statistically significant, showing 
little difference in the study method used by the lower 
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half of the group when listing is involved. 
Table 7. Lower Half of Population- Listing Test - Pairs 
and Individuals 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff. C.R 
. 
Pairs 8.54 4.23 .62 
I 
Indivi- 46 1.05 .89 1.18 
duals 9.59 4.32 .64 
Tables 8 and 9 compare the retention of groups ex-
perienced in team study and inexperienced in team study 
on the completion - multiple choice test. 
Table 8 shows the difference in mean of the in-
experienced pairs to be 3.43 in favor of individual study. 
The critical ratio of 1.42 is not statistically signifi-
cant, however, and shows little difference in retention 
when the inexperienced pairs utilized the team study 
method. 
Table 8. Inexperienced Pairs - Completion - Multiple 
Choice Test 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff. C.R 
Pairs 21.33 7.42 1.62 
Indivi- 21 3.43 2.41 1.4 2 
duals 24.76 8.16 1.78 
Table 9 shows that experienced pairs obtained 1.81 
points higher in mean score when working in pairs. The 
critical ratio of .84 is not statistically significant. 
This suggests that study method had little relationship 
to retention of experienced pairs. 
Table 9. Experienced Pairs - Completion - Multiple Choice 
Test 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E•Diff. C.R 
Pairs 23.57 6.65 1.45 
Indivi- 21 1.81 2.17 .84 
duals 21.76 7.40 1.62 
Tables 10 and 11 compare the retention of groups 





Table 10 shows that the inexperienced pairs attained 
.38 points higher in mean score, in the listing test, 
when working in pairs. The critical ratio of .26 is not 
significant. This indicates very little difference in 
the study method employed by inexperienced pairs when 
listing of pertinent facts is required. 
Table 10. Inexperienced Pairs - Listing Test 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff. C.R 
"" Pairs 11.05 3.93 .86 
Indivi- 21 .38 1.44 .26 
duals 10.67 5.28 1.15 
Table 11 shows that experienced pairs, in listing, 
attained 1.20 points in mean score higher when working 
in pairs. The critical ratio of .98 indicates little 
relationship of previous team experience when listing is 
required. 
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Table 11. Experienced Pairs - Listing Test 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff.M S.E.Diff . C.R 
Pairs 12.81 3.87 . 84 
Indivi- 21 1.20 1.22 .98 
duals 11.61 4.05 .88 
1. Related Data 
Teacher and pupil study preference.-- At the con-
elusion of the experiment, the teachers and students in-
volved were asked, informally, which method they 
preferred. The response was as follows: 
1. Of the four teachers involved, three preferred 
individual study; one preferred team study. 
2. Eighty five pupils liked working in pairs; seven 




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Summary 
The purpose of this experiment was to ascertain the 
effect of team learning on retention of material, the 
study of which involved tasks requiring high mental 
processes. 
The study was conducted in two eastern Massachusetts 
towns, and involved two classrooms in each town, making 
a total population of 90 children in grade six. In-
telligence quotients ranged from 73 to l40,with a whole 
group median of 112.69. 
Ten stories from the seventh level (tan) of the 
S.R.A. reading laboratory were mimeographed, and 
questions were constructed that involved primarily or-
ganizational, critical, and elaborative thinking. 
The study involved ten consecutive school days. The 
students worked on five of the stories with a partner, 






each day. On the eleventh day, the completion - multiple 
choice test was administered, and on the twelfth day the 
listing test was given. 
2. Conclusions 
1. Individual learning was superior to team learning 
on both types of tests. However, learning was 
significantly superior only on the listing test. 
2. When the population was divided in half, according 
to I.Q., there was no statistically significant 
difference in type of grouping utilized. In 




a critical ratio of .90 on the completion 




critical ratio of .88 on the listing test also I 
favored independent study. Comparisons of the 
lower half of the population yielded critical ratios, 
of .18 on the completion - multiple choice test and 
1.18 on the listing test, both favoring individual 
study. 
3. When data were analyzed according to children ex-
perienced in pairs and not experienced in pairs, it 
was found that the students experienced in paired 










although not significantly so. .The students not 
experienced in team study favored individual study 
on the completion - multiple choice test, and 
favored paired study on the listing test, again, 
not significantly. 
4. Three teachers preferred individual study; one 
preferred team study. Eighty-five pupils liked 
working in pairs; seven preferred individual study. 
3. Suggestions for Further Research 







longer period of time, may help to better determine 
which of the two methods of study is the better aid. II 
2. Further study involving experienced pairs versus II 
inexperienced pairs, utilizing high mental pro-
cesses, may result in a more significant critical 
ratio, favoring the accustomed method of study. 
1/ 
Knowlton and Johnson reported that in a similar 
study, not utilizing higher mental processes, stu-
dents experienced in team work attained higher 
scores when studying with partners, whereas those 
l/Alvin Knowlton and Wilfred Johnson, A Comparison of Indi-
lvidual and Paired Learning for the Measurement of Retention, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of 






who did not have previous team experience did best 
when working alone. 
The study under consideration at present also 
shows higher scores in team study when the students 
had done previous team work, although the differ-
ence is not as great as in the Knowlton and 
Johnson report. 
3. Additional research involving the students with 
higher I.Q.'s versus those with lower I.Q.'s may 
result in more statistical significance. 
4. Retention of experienced pairs with high I.Q.'s 
may be compared to the retention of inexperienced 
pairs with high I.Q.'s. The same may be done with 
lower I.Q.'s. 
5. A similar study could be conducted on the basis of 
reading achievement levels. 
6. More research can be done in the area of team 
learning utilizing higher mental processes in 
regard to team size. 
7. Similar experiments could be conducted in other 
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PIONEERS OF THE ATOMIC AGE - No. 1 
1 One night the rain poured down in torrents. It beat steadily 
against the windows, and roof. Inside the shack, Marie and 
Pierre Curie worked feverishly over a long wooden table on 
which were set tubes and flasks and a small burner. Their faces 
were intent as Pierre held up to the light a dish of dark, 
sticky substance. Suddenly, a stre~~ of water poured down 
through a new hole in the roof and spattered into the dish. 
Pierre threw the dish onto the table in disgust, sat down on a 
crude wooden chair, and put his head in his hands. 
2 Marie walked slowly over to Pierre and put her arm around 
his shoulder. "Never mind. Don't let the rain bother you." 
Her voice was soothing and gentle. She spoke as she might to 
a weep,ing child. "Why look, our little Irene doesn 1 t mind the 
rain.' 
3 Pierre looked up to see a thin stream of water dripping on 
his tiny daughter as she slept in her crib next to the table. 
He smiled in spite of himself. The drops rolled off the baby's 
limp hand. She didn't move. 
4 "You're right, Marie. If the rain doesn't disturb our little 
daughter, why should I let it bother me?" Pierre got to his feet 
and moved the crib away from the leak. 
5 Together Pierre and Marie returned to their table to take up 
the work where they bad left off. Marie prepared another dish 
of the same chemical. 
6 As Marie was measuring it carefully, Pierre said, '~hat would 
I do without you, Marie? It is not enough for you to help earn 
a living for us. But you are always at my side to take up the 
work when I am tired, and you are always here to encourage me 
when my st>irits are low. Marie, there was never another woman 
like you. 
7 Marie Curie never complained about the poor life she had with 
her husband and baby. She could remember her life as a child. 
She thought of the many times she felt cold and hungry as a 
child in Poland. Now, she was in France. That alone made her 
happier. She had also educated herself. And then there was 
Pierre to whom she was completely devoted. Together they were 
sharing their work and their dreams. 
8 Yes, she had educated herself. At her home in Poland, there 
hadn't been much money. There certainly wasn't enough money to 
send a gitl to be educated. She had loved school so much that 
she had s udied hard and finished when she was only fifteen. 
Even thougp she was very young she had obtained employment as 
a governess. 
9 A few years later, after saving as much money as she could, 
she had come to Paris to specialize in mathematics and chemistry. 
10 Pierre and Marie continued to work on through the stormy 
night. Pierre added a new chemical to the dish. 
11 Silently they watched. Their faces were tense. Marie trans-












vapor rose from the vessel. Then she poured the liquid through 
a filter. Pierre placed what remained on a clean dish. The 
young chemists stared, mouths open. 
The tiny bit of matter glowedt 
Straightening up, they looked at each other without a word. 
Then suddenly, Pierre threw his arms into the air. "We were 
right1 We have it at last!" he shouted. 
His joy knew no bounds. He took Marie by the waist and 
danced. It was the first radio-active element that had ever 
been isolated. They called it raditun. 
Pierre and Marie had always said t~t if they succeeded, they 
planned to ~ive radium to the world. It was for the good of all 
people they·had worked; all mankind must share in this great, 
new treasure. 
Marie and Pierre kept their promise, They released the news 
of their discovery to the world. Immediately, honor and fame 
were theirs. Pierre was appointed to the teaching staff of 
Sorbonne, the greatest of French universities. 
Some years later when Pierre died in a traffic accident, Marie 
was chosen to fill his position at the university. She became 
the first woman to ever hold such a post. 
The laboratory they had dreamed of became a reality. Here, 
research on radium and its uses was, and still is, carried on. 
It was here that the use of radium to cure cancer was discovered. 
While looking into the properties of radium and the substance in 
which it is found--uranium--a startling discovery has been made. 
It is the most startling scientific discovery of all time--
atomic energy. 
Because Marie Curie was willing to work under the most dis-
couraging conditions and because she encouraged her husband, 
countless lives have been saved. And because of her work and 
faith, we are now on thA tro•eshold .. oi' Q new- age--tho Atomic 
Age. 
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ANGEL OF THE BATTLEFIELD - No. 2 
1 One day many years ago 1 just before the outbreak of the Spanish-
American War, a brisk old lady of seventy-five walked into the 
office of President McKinley, the President of the United 
States. 
2 "Mr. President," she said. "I must have your permission to 
go to Cuba. I must be there before the war starts." 
3 Touched by her unselfish determination to help others, the 
President could not refuse her request. 
4 Clara Barton was there when the war started. As always, she 
was in the most dangerous area with the men. One man said, "Her 
quarters were even rocked when the battleship Maine was blown 
U'O II 
5 ··clara was on hand when the war ended. Standing in the bow 
of the "State of Texas," singing the doxology, she led the 
entire American Navy into Santiago. 
6 Even during the Civil War some thirty year~ before, this 
remarkable woman became known as the "Angel of the Battlefield." 
Many soldiers owed their lives to her. Some of them even 
muttered and whispered their last words to her as they died in 
her arms. 
7 At Antietam, Clara Barton was one woman with two armies. She 
followed the army to the front. She said, "My post is the open 
field between the bullet and the hospital." So with lanterns 
she arrived to light the scene and with drugs to ease the pain 
of men whose wounds were being dressed with corn leaves. She 
hardly flinched when a bullet ripped through her sleeve and 
killed a man she was holding in her arms. From the cheek of 
another she removed a bullet with her pen-knife. For one long 
night she impersonated the sister of a dying man. While a 
surgeon amputated an arm or a leg, she could often be found 
trying to hold a candle to provide the light. 
8 At Fredericksburg a bullet ripped through her skirt as she 
crossed a swaying pontoon bridge which was under direct fire. 
She was unafraid. She said, "I am not afraid. I believe I am 
the best protected woman in the United States." 
9 After the war, this slim woman, who was only five feet tall, 
had a long and severe illness/ She went to Europe for her 
health. It was while in Switzerland trying to regain her 
health that she heard for the first time about the Red Cross. 
At the time, the Red Cross was helping in the Franco-Prussian 
War. Although in poor health, Clara could not pass up an 
~pportunity to help the suffering. Under the banner of the 
Red Cross, she set up under a rock a relief center for the 
Alsatians. 
10 Finally, Clara Barton found herself back in the United 
States. Her health was better but she could not rest. She 
wrote pamphlets and talked to friends. From office to office 
she trudged. She even visited the White House. Three Presi-
dents of the United States showed interest. Finally, President 
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Chester A. Arthur signed the Treaty of Geneva on a July day in 
1882. The Red Cross was born in America. Clara was very, very 
happy. 
11 For the next two decades this courageous woman worked hard. 
She said, "The meaning and the need of the Red Cross must be 
brought to the attention of the American people. I shall not 
rest until all America knows what it means, and until all those 
in need have felt its goodness." 
12 During a flood she sailed down the Mississippi River on the 
first Red Cross relief ship distributing supplies. For the 
starving animals she journeyed through sluggish water in 
Louisiana with food. For the home less she built homes after 
the Johnstown flood. After a hurricane she restored the homes 
of the people of Sea Island, Georgia. She never stopped helping 
those in need. 
13 Although her long life was packed with work and effort, Clara 
Barton found the time to have many friends. She wrote many 
letters in copperplate script and kept interesting diaries until 
two years before her death. She liked to garden, to play cards, 
to write verse, to give parties, and, above all, to ride. She 
was an excellent horsewoman, having learned to ride bareback 
when she was five years old. 
14 Clara Barton was ever the ideal of American girls. In a 
survey made in 1898 among 1,440 teenagers, she led the list of 
their ideal woman. More than 50 years later, another survey was 
made which showed that Clara Barton still topped the lists. 
15 To the end, "Aunt Clara" as Clara Barton was called by her 
young friends, was creative and unafraid. In her eighties she 
was studying a foreign language and learning to typewrite. In 
the closing years of her life she promoted the First Aid move-
ment in America. In history few women have seen as much death 
and suffering. None have done more to help those in distress. 
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WORID'S TALLEST TOTEM POLE -No. 3 
1 The tallest totem pole in the world was dedicated last June in 
Beacon H::.ll Park at Victoria, British Columbia. It is a 
lasting ~~!'~ample of a Canadian Indian craft that is nearing 
ex tine ti.•Jn~ 
2 Totemic carvings are seen in many parts of the world, but 
this distinctively Indian art reached its peak in British 
Columbia. In recent years it has almost died out. When the 
project was started to raise the highest pole, only one man 
could be found still skilled enough in the craft to undertake 
the car-:rlng. He was ChiE:f Mungo Martin. 
3 Chief Mungo, almost 80 years old, was a member of the 
Kwakiutl tribe. He had learned his art from his father, and 
also had inherited his father's skill. His mind was filled 
with stories, songs, and legends of the Indians, both friends 
and enemies. He had worked long and tirelessly on many poles. 
He had taught his son and a young friend who had great talent 
all that he knew about the carving of his forefathers. They 
made many wonderful totem poles. 
4 For some time a government grant had made it possible for 
these Indian artists to continue their work. But the grant ran 
out. Now, with no money to continue, the artists had to stop. 
It was then that the carving of the "World t s Tallest Totem Pole" 
was started, to prevent this exceptional art from dying out 
completely. 
5 The idea was started by Stuart Koate, publisher of Victoria 
Dailt Times. It was his suggestion that every school child and 
'aaul should have a chance to buy a share of stock in the 
project at 50 cents a share. The idea was to be a community 
project. 
6 The response was immediate and amazing. More than 10,000 
shares were sold both at home and abroad, thus raising $5,000 
toward the cost of $8,500. A large part of the amount was 
donated in money and workers' time. Loggers, chemists, 
painters, engineers, steel workers, architects, civic officials, 
and others contributed. 
7 First, the tallest tree had to be found, and it had to be a 
cedar. This is the kind always used for totem poles. The 
search for the tree was made by two local logging companies 
with Chief Mungo Martin accompanying them. It was found in a 
dense forest 35 miles from Victoria. The tree chosen towered 
160 feet high and was two and a half centuries old. It weighed 
nearly nine tons. The tree had to be brought down intact. 
8 First the workmen cleared the forest around-the giant 
cedar. Then they prepared a bed of soft dirt where it could 
fall when it toppled. The next job was to get the huge tree to 
tidewater. Then came the bulldozers and tractors, working the 
huge trunk inch by inch. Finally it rolled into the water and 
floated to the causeway in front of Emp.t•ess Hotel. There, 
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huge cranes lifted tt on *e tracks. Experts helped it t:hrough 
the s treats. At last 'bhe tree was in the carv·i~ saed and 
ready for C'hief Mungo Mal"tiin aad his helpers to begin the work 
which would tell the stery or t.b.e:.;lro forefathee. 
9 With cuts of genius he carved. Long hours he worked.. For 
days on end he never spoke. '!'his must be the finest of all his 
efforts, a tribute to the great art of his ancestors. Aftel' 
many weeks, Chief Mungo ealled for paint--yellow, red, and 
black. Each color had a meaning in the story the pole was to 
tell. 
10 When it was finished Mungo walked away silently. His son 
knew he was complet~ly satisfied. It had taken four months to 
do the carving. 
11 Native Indians never used wires to support poles, but neither 
had they ever set up a totem of such height as this. It took 
engineers with great cleverness and skill to invent a plan to 
support the great carved tree. A base of concrete and steel was 
finally worked out. It resembled a huge candlestick holder, 
taking 44 cubic yards of conerete weighing 90 tons. Besides 
cement, it was reinforced with steel. When set in the deep 
concrete base, the totem pole rose 12? feet, and ? inches above 
the ground. 
12 Et first, the idea of the mighty totem had seemed only a 
dream. But each day that dream had become brighter as the whole 
community listened, became interested, and joined in pushing a 
dream to reality. They built a castle in the air and then 
proceeded to put a foundation under it. Their imagination and 
spirit captured other peoples and brought a response beyond 
their fondest dreams. 
13 Shares in this tallest of all totems are held in Australia, 
France, Germany, South Africa, and other countries. Almost 
every state in our United States has shareholders. A scroll, 
buried deep in the concrete base, contains the names of all the 
owners of this impressive creation. It also tells the story of 
men whose skins were of different colors--~ed, black and white--
working togetbett- to preserve a great art. 
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FASTEST MEN IN THE WORLD - No. 4 
The two fastest men in the world ran into the last quarter of 
the greatest mile race in history. The 32,000 people watching 
the race sat on the edges of their chairs. They were joined by 
millions more watching on television. Officials and trainers 
crowded the track-side. This was the greatest moment ef the 
greatest race of the twentieth century. 
John Landy, Australia's world-record holder, was in the lead, 
setting a terrific pace which he hoped would be too fast for 
Roger Bannister's final burst of speed. But 90 yards from the 
tape, Bannister lengthened his stride and pulled himself up to 
Landy's heels. The crowd was almost hysterical as Landy looked 
over his left shoulder to see Bannister's position. Bannister 
was not there; he had come up to Landy. He pulled in front of 
him for a 4-yard lead and broke the tape to win the most exciting 
race in the history of track. 
A whole line of timers ~locked Bannister's time as 3 minutes 
58.8 seconds and Landy's as 3 minutes 59.5 seconds. 
Never before had two men run the mile in less than four 
minutes in the same race. This happened on August 7, 1954, at 
the British Empire Games in Vancouver, Canada. Just three months 
before, Bannister had shocked the world by breaking the four-
minute mile barrier for the first time. On June 21, 1954, John 
Landy clipped 1.4 seconds from Bannister's world record in the 
cool twilight of Turku, Finland, running in the amazing time of 
3 minutes 58 seconds. 
Several months before, there were experts who believed men 
would never run this fast. The s~cess of both men was not just 
luck. For seven years, Roger Bannister drove himself toward the 
goal. For five years, Landy did the same. Both men disciplined 
their bodies to endure the punishment which comes with such 
racing. They learned how to draw every available bit of 
muscular power and nervous energy from their bodies. They drove 
themselves on in spite of burning lungs and aching muscles which 
cried out from exhaustion. 
Roger Bannister, as a medical student, had an opportunity to 
study the way his body reacted against strain. He experimented 
and studied ways of increasing the supply of oxygen to his body. 
He trained to make his heart better able to pump oxygen to his 
tissues. He learned to budget his energy so eactly that he is 
famous for his collapses which take place just --.after he hits the 
tape. 
Perhaps you have hopes of becoming one of the fastest men in 
the world. With better knowledge about pace, better coaching, 
improved running surfaces, and better running shoes, you may 
make even better speeds. Over a period of years, all of these, 
plus better diets, have enabled men to bring records lower and 
lower. No one knows if the limit has been reached or no one will 




B If you think you have little chance of becoming a fast 
runner, you may be wrong. Few people use more than twenty-five 
per cent of their physical power. If your doctor finds that 
your heart is normal and that you are in good physical con-
dition, you can begin to strive for better speed. If you have 
the urge to win and the determination to reach your goal, you 
may, after some serious training, surpass your highest hopes. 
You can begin by running--and then ru~ing some morel 
9 Natural ability helps a great deal, but good track men are 
/g 
the products of natural ability plus courage and training. Some 
of the champions heve overcome great physical handicaps. 
Cunningham, Bonthron, and San Romani were great runners who 
broke records in spite of leg handicaps. Recently, another 
runner became a champion in spite of a setback. Murray Halberg, 
a New Zealander, was injured in a game of Rugby football at the 
age of seventeen. His left side was paralyzed and his arm 
useless. At the age of twenty he broke the New Zealand record 
for the mile, with a time of 4 minutes 4.4 seconds. When the 
"Mile of the Century" was run, Halberg was one of the contestants 
and only the best in the British Empire qualified for this 
race. 
10 No one knows how fast men will run in the future, but it is 
certain that four-minute milers must be in top physical con-
dition to meet such a fierce test of body and spirit. In the 
cases of both Landy ctnd Bannister, their bodies were trained 
to a peak. Both men keE:Jp themselves in excellent physical 
condition. 
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PIONEERS OF SPACE FLIGHT - No. 5 
"Mice are really the first pioneers of space flight, 11 remarked 
Uncle Hubert. 
"What!" Don exclaimed. "Not those troublesome little crea-
tures we catch in mousetraps?" 
"Well, almost. But these rodent pioneers of space are bred 
~specially for the job, 11 continued Don 1s uncle. "Our medical 
research scientist must have only the healthiest, sturdiest 
white or black mice for teat trips in balloons and rockets that 
are sent inte alti~udes high above the earth. Before the mice 
are sent up in balloons, they live experimentally for about 
thirty days inside a sealed glass jar. All the comfcrts found 
in their earth home are created for them. While in this glass 
container, the mico are watched by medical scientists who study 
their actions to learn just what is needed to keep them alive 
and safe whilo traveling in space." 
11 What do the little mice ride in, Uncle Hubert?" Don asked. 
"They are carried in a hollow, sealed ball, sometimes called 
a sphere or gondola," he explained. "It is fitted with recording 
instruments and tiny cameras that can tell and show how the mice 
act twenty miles away from the earth. The ~ondola also carries 
a miniature radio broadcasting outfit which continually sends out 
signals, giving the altitude and temperature." 
"Which do the mice like best, Uncle Hubert--balloons or 
rockets?" asked Don with a twinkle in his eye. 
"I can 1t say we know the answer to that one, Don," replied 
Uncle Hubert with a chuckle. "I do know, though, that scien-
tists prefer to use balloons rather than rockets in these ex-
periments. Of course, rockets have gone many times higher than 
balloons, but the balloons stay up for a much longer time, 
floating slowly in these high altitudes. Also, it is easier to 
parachute the instruments and the tiny-space pioneers safely 
back to earth from a slowly-moving vehicle." 
11 Those balloons must be made of strong material," Don ex-
claimed, "to go twenty miles high without breaking." 
11 They are made of polyethylene plastic, Don," Uncle Hubert 
answered, "the same kind of material your mother uses to wrap 
vegetables in the refrigerator. These huge balloons are higher 
than a twenty-store building. The plastic used to make them is 
as thin as a hair on your head. By means of a secret process 
an amazingly strong balloon is made. 
11 Helium gas is used to inflate the top part of the balloon. 
The helium gas ie many times lighter than the air. When the 
balloon first goes up, it is shaped like a light bulb. The 
higher it goes, the more like a round huge ball it becomes." 
"The gondola or sphere containing the instruments and the 
mice attached to the balloon by a single nylon line tested to 
hold 5000 pounds. The entire equipment, which must weigh lees 
than 5000 pounds, is called the payload." 
"How is the gondola brought back down to earth?" Don asked. 
"The line that holds the payload can be released from the 
balloon any time the scientists wish, either by a mechanical or 
an electrical device. It can also be released by remote control, 
operated from the ground." 
• • 
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14 11 When the balloon is in the air, it is followed by an air-
plane and by a truck on the ground. When the payload is re-
leased and brought back to earth, the airplane guides the truck 
to the spot where the equipment and pioneer mice have landed. 
15 "Now you are probably wondering what happened to the balloon, 
aren't you, Don? Well, here's what happens: When the payload 
is cut loose from the balloon, another line, attached to the 
top of the balloon, rips out a section of the balloon, opening 
it so that the gas can escape. Then the balloon falls slowly 
back to the earth. During its fall, the balloon comes apart in 
the air, and the parts float around in the atmosphere for many 
days." 
16 11 Uncle Hubert," Don asked, 11 could it be possible that people 
see these parts and think they are flying ~aucers?" 
17 11 That is very good reasoning, Don," Uncle Hubert replied. 
11 Reports about flying saucers over the years now show that many 
have been seen around the time these balloon tests were made. 
18 11 But to get back to our little space pioneers, scientists 
learn many facts when they examine the mioe after their return 
from a space trip. They also study films taken during the 
flight. So you can see, Don, how important these little animals 
are. Because of what scientists have learned and are still 
learning from these tiny rodents, man may some day in the near 
future be able to take a comfortable and euccessful trip into 
space. 11 
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SUPERHUMAN COURAGE - No. 6 
They were on a 300-mile trir fr~m thdir winter quarters at 
Commonwealth Bay in the Australian Antarctic. In a land where 
a day's journey is often measured in yards, this was a heroic 
undertaking. But, to make conditions even m~re difficult, the 
three men and their two dog teams had already been away from 
their base camp for more than a month. 
During this time they had crossed two of the world's largest 
glaciers; suffered frostbite, snow blindness, bruises, and 
wrenched limbs. They had slept in 3f', below zero weather with 
only sleeping bags and a frail tent to protect them. During 
that month, they had lived off simple trail rations. Now they 
were worn and tired, unaware that they were facing one of the 
most unbelievable adventures ever undertaken by man. 
It was December, 1912, and the Antarctic summer was fast 
approaching. Douglas Hawson, the leader of the party and al-
ready a veteran of one Polar expedition, knew what this meant. 
So did his two companions, Xavier Mertz, a Swiss ski champion, 
and Lt. B. E. s. Ninnis, a young Army officer. They knew this 
meant that snow bridges crossed on the way out would weaken in 
the 24-hour sunlight: And even .more dangerous would be hidden 
cracks which might drop thousands of feet into the continental 
ice shelf. The return trip would be hazardous and dangerous. 
Mertz, in the lead, urged his team of dogs onward. Ninnis, 
with the heavier sled, followed. Mertz glided through the snow, 
testing dange~ous spots with his poles. Suddenly he stopped, 
waving his ice axe--signal for danger • 
Mawson, who was riding "!d th Mertz, turned to warn Ninnis, 
sh~uting: 11 '\lfatch cut whim you get here. It looks bad." 
For an awful moment, Mawson feared the ice was caving be-
neath him. No, it was firm. Suddenly, he heard a wild shout. 
He whirled around to watch Ninnis' progress. 
A great gaping hole marked the spot where Ninnis and his 
sled had been. Sled tracks went right up to the npposite edge. 
Maw~o~ tied a line around his waist, giving one end to Mertz. 
Then he crawled to the edge. It was a bottomless hole! 
The two men shouted, but only echoes came back. There was 
no sign of Ninnis, who had stood here ~nly a few minutes before. 
They called again and again, called pim for hours, but no 
answer came. Ninnis was never seen again. 
The disa~ter had left them in a terrible spot. Between them 
and safety at Commonwealth Bay lay nearly 3~0 miles of icy 
wastes. Only six dogs were left. There was food for ten days, 
perhaps twenty if carefully rationed. The only shelter remain-
ing was the tent cover packed on Mawson's sled. 
For three days they made rapid progrc~s, covering about 50 
miles. The fifth day's run was gocd--18 miles. But hunger 
pains began to gnaw. And with hunger comes little rest. 
Mertz was the first to show the strain. It was his size, 
well over six feet, that licked him. He needed lots of food 
















Gradually the distance covered each day grew less and less. 
The two men now had about 200 miles to travel. Just ahead were 
the tough glaciers that had slowed their outward progress. 
Could they survive a crossing? 
Another week passed and they had clawed their way over the 
first glacier. Safety and food were closer, but the last dog 
was gone. 
Finally, Mertz was so weak that Mawson could not drag him 
from his sleeping bag. Mertz knew he could not go on. He 
begged Mawson to leave him there and continue on alone. Mawson 
had given up all hope or reaching safety. But he wanted to go 
on until he dropped in his tracks. 
Around his waist Mawscofastened a dragline to the sled. He 
continued alone. He had over 90 miles to go. 
Mawson walked, clawed and slipped over the steel-like ice. 
Every inch was a struggle. 
One morning Mawson inched his way across a snow bridge, 
spanning a deep crevasse or crack. Suddenly the snow gave be-
neath him. Desperately he threw himself back and grabbed for 
the edge of the ice. His fingers caught hold and for a moment 
he hung on the rim while snow crashed into the hole below. 
Then Mawson dropped with it. The sled had caught against an 
outcropping of ice and heldl 
Mawson dangled from the rope, shivering with fear. Then 
slowly, he began to drag himself up the line. He braced his 
feet and pulled up, hand over hand, until he had reached the 
edge. Here, he stopped to catch his breath. 
Mawson's full weight was more than the snow could support. 
With a crash, he dropped again. 
Shouting and crying, Mawson tried once more to pull himself 
up the scant 15 feet. Soon he was half-way, and the line still 
heldt Just a few feet more--then inchest Finally, the top. 
Using utmost care, Mawson eased himself over the rim and 
clawed hio way back, tears streaming down his cheeks. 
Weeks of slow and painful travel followed, interrupted by 
several cruel storms. 
Finally, 88 days after his departure, Douglas Mawson re-
turned to Commonwealth Bay. Only his superm1man courage and 
will power had saved him. 
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WE'RE ON OUR WAY. MR. MOON\ - No.7 
1 The day is drawin~ nearer when bold explorers will make their 
~irst trip to the moon. Scientists are certain that it will 
happen within the next twenty-five years. Some even think it 
may be done in the next five to ten years. It is entirely 
possible, therefore, that some of the young people reading 
this story will journey to the moon in the years ahead. 
2 The first step in the conquest of the moon was taken in the 
year 1949 when the United States Armed Forces reached an alti-
tude of 250 miles with a two-stage rocket. 
3 The combination consisted of a big V-2 rocket, 40 feet high 
and weighing 14 tons, with a slim rocket 16 feet long, known 
as the WAC Corporal, mounted on its nose. · 
4 It left the ground under the power of the V-2. At a height 
of 20 miles, the WAC Corporal was automatically fired and sepa-
rated from the oig rocket. 
5 Because of the gigantic push given to it by the V-2, the 
little rocket attained a speed of 5,000 miles ~r hour and rose 











At this height the rocket had left more than 99 percent of 
the earth 1 s atmosphere behind it, and so was on the very edge of 
interplanetary space. 
The second stop was taken on October 4, 1957, wh&n Soviet 
Russia launched the first artificial satellite or moon. This 
was a metallic sphere about 23 inches in diameter, weighing 
about 184 pounds. 
It quickly became known everywhere in the world by the name 
of "Sputnik," which is the Russian word for satellite. Many 
scientists and amateur radio operators tuned in the signals 
broadcast by the radio transmitter in it. 
On November 3, 1957, Sputnik II, which contained a live dog, 
was launched. 
The United States had long been planning to launch a number 
of artificial satellites. The American plan, which also called 
for the use of three-stage rockets, was known as Project 
Vanguard. 
The three-stage rocket stood 72 feet high and was only 42 
inches in diameter at its widest point. It weighed 11 tons. 
The path of this three-stage rocket was not straight up. 
Rather, it was a gigantic curve so that, when the artificial 
satellite wa·s launched, it traveled parallel to the earth 1 s 
surface. 
The rocket was launched from the Pat~ick Air Force Base at 
Cape Canaveral, Florida, so that the first and second stages, 
when they came down, fell into the ocean. 
The third stage attained a speed of 18,000 miles an hour 
before it released the satellite. 
A speed--or velocity--of 18,000 miles an hour just balances 
the earth's gravitational pull. As a result, both the third 
stage and the satellite will continue to go around and around 
the earth in a big circle. 
No. "7 
16 If the artificial satellite had been given a velocity of 
25,000 miles an hour, it would escape entirely from the earth's 
gravitational pull and go flying off into space. 
17 This may very well be the third step in the conquest of the 
moon. By using a larger three-stage rocket, or perhaps a 
four-stage rocket, a small metallic sphere may be sent hurtling 
off into space, bound for the moon. 
18 Astronomers would prefer to send such a sphere on a trip 
around the moon rather than to have it strike the moon. They 
would like to equip it with television apparatus to send back 
pictures of the other side of the moon which no one has ever 
seen. 
19 However, it will be a far more difficult task to send to 
the moon a rocket large enough to carry passengers. 
20 Most scientists who have studied the problem doubt the 
wisdom of trying to send a rocket directly from the earth 1 s 
surface to the moon. They think that itwould be better to have 
a "space platform" 1,000 miles above the earth. 
21 One type of rocket, designed to rise through the earth's 
atmosphere, would take passengers to the space platform. Then 
another rocket, designed for travel in empty space, would com-
plete the journey to the moon. 
22 The space platform would be a giant counterpart of the ar-
tificial satellite. It would circle the earth at a height of 
1,000 miles and serve as a "spaceport" for lunar rockets. 
23 The construction of such a space platform will be a fan-
tastic and difficult operation, but--we 1 re on our way, Mr. 
Moon! 
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ONLY NINE DAYS OVERDUE - No. 8 
1 Today, flights across the ocean take place every day. But 
about thirty-five years ago people were only dreaming about the 
day that crossing the ocean in an airplane would be possible. 
People were dreaming then about flying across the ocean just 
as we, today, are dreaming about the possibility of taking a 
trip to the moon in a rocket ship. 
2 Of course, in 192?, Lindbergh made his famous trip across 
the Atlantic Ocean. Nor was this the first time an ocem trip 
was attempted by an airplane. Two years before, in 1925, the 
United States Navy outfitted a metal-hulled, twin-engine sea-
plane known as the PN-9 to attem~ the first flight to Hawaii. 
3 Commander John Rodgers who, twelve years before, had been 
the second naval officer to win the wings of an aviator, 
skippered the flight. With him were Lieutenant B. J. Connell, 
as assistant pilot and S. N. Pope, as aviation pilot. o. G. 
Stantz served as radioman and W. H. Bowlin was aviation chief 
machinist's mate. 
4 At two hundred mile intervals over the two thousand one 
hundred mile route, the KBvy stationed ships to help in case 
of trouble. All of the ships carried supplies, emergency 
equipment and aviation fuel in case the tanks of the PN-9 went 
dry along the way. 
5 The plane itself carried one thousand three hundred gallons 
of gasoline. For the fliers there was a six-pound can of 
corhed beef, 90 sandwiches, 30 gallons of water, dried bread, 
canned beans, prepared chocolate and an emergency supply of 
hard tack. 
6 On August 31, 1925, the PN-9 took off from San Francisco 
and headed west for Hawaii. The motors hummed steadily and 
uneventfully, driving the ship at just under seventy-five miles 
an hour. But the carefully laid plans to get in touch with the 
gas-carrying ship, Aroostook, somehow went wrong. After 
twenty-five hours in the air and just two hundred miles from 
Diamond Head, their destination, the fuel supply gave out. 
? Nothing was in sight on the sea· below wh~n the engines of 
the PN-9 coughed and the great wooden propellers windmille4 to 
a stop. Connell brought the seaplane down safely in a dead-
stick landing. Then things began to happen. 
~ Radioman Stentz found that the PN-9's receiver was working 
all right. But, since they had no fuel to run the generator, 
they could not broadcast an SOS. 
9 As the flight became overdue at Hawaii, Stantz could tune 
in on the ships as they talked back and forth while they combed 
the sea for the downed aircraft. He heard a squadron of 
destroyers, just returning from Australia, join in the search. 
Imagine being able to hear all of this! Then imagine not 












Gradually it became clear that the rescue ships were 
searching far from where the PN-9 actually rested. Rodgers 
realized that if they were to be saved at all, they must save 
themselves. · 
Ripping cloth from the wing panels, the fliers made sails 
between the upper and lower wings. Luckily they had been 
seamen before they were aviators. 
The windjamming seaplane was actually able to keep up an 
average speed of two knots, and as much as fifty nautical miles 
a day were realized. By September 8th, after a week on the 
sea, the PN-9 had zigzagged to within 40 miles of Oahu. At 
night they could see the searchlights from the islands; and in 
the daytime Ar.my planes buzzed too high overhead. Once a ship 
passing within five miles did not spot them. But rescue seemed 
certain now. 
Then, Rodgers made a discovery. The prevailing winds were 
carrying the seaplane away from the main island of Oahut Their 
only hope was to make for the island of Kauai before being 
driven out into the vast, empty seas west of the Hawaiian chain 
of islands. 
By good seamanship, the commander was successful in bringing 
the PN-9 within 15 miles of Nawiliwili Bay on Kauai on Septem-
ber lOth. As night fell they rigged a sea anchor to keep the 
plane from drifting past the harbor in the darkness. 
Using wing spars as kindling wood, they made a fire in a 
bucket and set it atop the PN-9. Their signal was seen by the 
submarine R-4 and the wayward seaplane was towed to the harbor. 
But Lady Luck still was not through with them. After 
reaching the safety of the harbor, the seaplane lost its anchor 
in the night. Commander Rodgers and his men again found them-
selves adrift. There were no lights on the plane and boats 
that came from offshore had trouble getting a line aboard 
because of darkness. 
But at dawn, the seaplane--proclaimed the pioneer in 
across-the-ocean flights to Hawaii--was finally rescued. The 
flight which began so successfully in San Francisco, ended 
disgracefully in Nawiliwil1 Bay with the PN-9 at the end of 
a rope towed by a rowboat. But Rodgers and his crew had 
reached Hawaii--only nine days overdue. 
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THE P<MER. OF ROCKS - . No. 9 
1 rtocks he. ve be-en on this earth since the beginning of the world. 
We understand why they a re here, but men long ago did not 
know. They only knew that the rocks were heavy and strong and 
could be useful. 
2 Of course, these men had no way of learning that creeping 
ice and seeping water, that squeezing earth and hissing 
volcanoes can change the looks of rocks. When they found a 
jewel that sparkled as though it were alive or a rock that 
looked like a living thing, it frightened them. That is why 
early people believed that there was magic in stones. 
3 Many people thought that since rocks were so strong, 
strength would co:rrE to the man who stood on one. The early 
Scotch and English kings were crowned while standing on a 
special rock to make them stronger kings. In Denmark, the 
people stood on stones to vote for the king of their choice. 
That meant that their vote would be as strang and lasting as 
the stone itself. 
4 You raise your right hand when you take the scout oath. In 
India when a Brahman boy was to be initiated, he put his right 
foot on a rock and repeated thea e words: "Tread on this 
stone; like a stone be firm." 
5 The people of New Guinea used the moon to tell them the 
length of a month. Sometimes friends and relB tives were away 
from hnroe working for several months on a tobacco plantation. 
When they got lonesome, they would throw stones at the moon. 
They believed that the rocks would make the moon change raster 
and the months would go faster, too. 
6 Many people used to feel that stones could keep them from 
being tired. In the Solomon Islands of the Pacific Ocean, 
people carried stones on a journey. When they reached a 
certain spot--perhaps a steep place in tho path--they threw 
the stones away, saying: "There goes my tiredness!" Of 
course, they probably weren•t so tired as they had been before 
because, as you know, it's not easy to carry a load of heavy 
rocks. 
7 The Indians of Peru used certain rocks to make their corn 
and potatoes grow better. They used another kind to raise 
better herds of cattle. 
8 Far across the Pacific Ocean in Melanesia, they believed 
almost the same thing. The most important food for the 
Melanesians is breadfruit. If a man found a stone that looked 
like breadfruit, he put it under his breadfruit tree to make 
it grow and bear better. Others who were not lucky enough to 
find a rock of that shape would pay money to let rocks lie 
close to the breadfruit stone and so take on so~c of its 
magic. 
9 A large stone with many small stones under it might look 
like a mother pig and her babies. If a man put money on this 




~ ~ In the Bank Islands there ar~· stones that are very large. 
They are called "eating ghosts" because certain powerful and 
dangerous ghosts were supposed te live in them. These stones 
were put inside a house t~ guard it. If for some reas~ 
someone had to enter the house while the owner was away, he 
called out the name of the owner and his reason for eoming. 
Then the stone would n•t think he had cone to steal, and the 
stone would not bite himt 
ll T~ay "moss agates" are used to make beautiful rings ~r 
pins. But the Greeks tied two of these gems to the horns ef 
the oxen when they plowed their fields, so the ~rops would be 
rich and plentiful. 
12 Today most of us no longer believe in magic. Yet there are 
mysteries in the rocky crust of the earth if you are willing 
to look for them. One of the mysteries that has been solved 
by studying the p~er of rocks is how the Great Lakes came 
into being. 
13 Many millions of years ago, st~es performed--if not ~gic--
almost a miracle. During the Great Ice Age, st~es embedded 
1n the bottoms of glaciers, became the greatest bulldozers ever 
to mcwe over the face of the earth. In this greatest-of-all 
earth moving feats, they hollowed out the basins into which 
water later flowed to form Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron and 
Erie. · 
14 Man has ~de many great machines for pushing the earth 
around. Farmers use bulldozers to bellow out small lakes on 
their land. These ponds provide water fer their cattle and 
pigs. Read builders use huge bulldozers to move mountains of 
earth for r~adbeds. But no bulldozer ever devised by man 
can compare with the power of stones put to work by Nature 
when the Great Lakes were made. 
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IT BAD '1/0 WAIT FOR A JET - No. lo 
1 A warning whistle sounded. I fixed my eyes on the second hand 
of my wrist wateh. A sec~nd whistle. Firel A deafening 
noise and a blinking flash. I blinked. Before I could look 
at my watch again, it was all over. 
2 How long did it take to fire, 60 rounds? Having t'ailed the 
first time, I timed it another way as the next 60 rounds were 
firing. 
3 "Brrrp," I uttered. That was it. Definitely a split-second. 
There had been no individual "ra-ta-tats" of each round as with 
other machine guns. The roar was continuous--like the sound 
of heavy canvas being ripped, only a thousand times louder. 
4 The real rate of fire of the Vulcan Cannon, named after the 
fearsome Roman god of the fiery elements, is a secret. But 
since the main objective in its design was speed, one may safely 
guess that it is faster than an electrically driven Navy 
Gatling that fired at a rate of 5,000 rounds a minute in 1895. 
It was abandoned in 1911 because it fired too fast1 
5 It is hard to believe, but the newest supersonic jet righters 
of the Atomic Age will be armed with a machine gun that was 
invented during the Civil Warl In.l862, Dr. Richard J. Gatling 
received a ~tent that was to revolutionize fire power and 
warfare. This old, hand-cranked Gatling gun is the father of 
the new Vulcan. · 
6 Until recently, it was not practical to haul enough am-
munition for prolonged fire against slow-moving qr stationary 
battlefield targets. Today, with jet speeds presenting split-
second air-battle targets, you have to throw a lot of lead 
fast. 
7 The new Vulcan 50-millimeter aircraft cannon throws more 
then·a tone of metal.and explosives a minute. Just tmaginel 
But it does just that in much the same way as the famed, almost 
century-old Gatling gun. It has six rotating barrels in a 
cluster. It is not automatic. Ins~ad of using the energy of 
its own discharge to operate the firing mechanism, as in most 
machine guns, it has an outside power source. In the original 
Gatling that power was the right arm of a soldier turning a 
crank. In the Vulcan it is electricity or hydraulic fluid. 
The electric one has aGE motor which, although only about the 
size of a car generator or a quart juice can, develops 25 
horsepower. 
8 Ordnance experts at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland 
say that the Vulcen is the world's fastest firing machine gun. 
But they will not tell the exact rate of fire. 
9 Eye-witness estimates vary from 4,000 to 18,000 rounds a 
minute. But the rate of fire can be varied, and it has been 
told that the Vulcan can be slowed down to the lD zy stutter of 
3,000 rounds a minute. In comparison, World War II airplane 














Vulcan is termed the greatest in aircraft machine guns. One 
gun designer says that it will be impossible to make one that 
will fire faster. 
Army Ordnance and the General Electric Company took on the 
job of building a gun that would catch up with increasing jet 
speeds. As far back as 1946 they began a detailed study of all 
types of machine guns patented in the United States. There 
were thous~nds of them. 
It seems that no single-barrel gun could possibly stand up 
under the terrific rate of fire needed in modern aerial combat. 
Even if a single-barrel could t~ke the beating and beating, it 
wouldn't be able to get the shells out fast enough. The 
bullets would be tagging each other. The rotating multi-barrel 
cluster seemed to be the only answer. The Gatling emerged as 
the best and.only bet. Thus the Gatling was revived. The 
result, of course, was the Vulcan. 
The Ordnance people look at the Vulcan as a "machine that 
fires" rather than a gun. Remove the barrels and the firing 
bolts, they say, and you have a machine that could be adapted 
to many industrial or manufacturing jobs that require a fast 
rotating mechanism. 
The weight of the Vulcan has been brought down to 300 pounds, 
but it still weighs about two ond a half times as much as a 
standard, automatic aircraft machine gun. Its amazing rate of 
fire, on the other hand, is perhaps 10 times grAnter. 
The Air Force's new Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, which was 
designed for a speed of 1,500 miles an hour, has a bulge on one 
side of the fuselage that indicates it may be armed with the 
new gun. The still secret Republic F-105 fighter-bomber is 
almost certain to have the Vulcan. 
It is true that these jets won't be able to shoot very long 
with a gun that throws more than a ton of metal a minute. 
The ammunition weight would be too great. Bu~ short bursts 
are all they need. 
As one Army Ordnance officer put it: ''With the Vulcan, even 
a split-second burst is a barracks bag full of bullets, and 
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.!. , ~,;, ri~ J.oVt?l'l n e hool s o l'1ucb that s .n€ ht:ld studied hard and fin:t~>hed 
ech 0~ whet shL was 
8 . ~ev~nteen c , fl. teen 
2 , In ordc· to s ave rn O~i ny to continue her ed cat.io(1 , she obtoincd 
e 111 ;;> l O'j' .. n t .e s 
a . cLt:: mis t b~ tr13th te~cher c , gover'!less 
: ,, r.rarie ~nd Pierre isolated the first r a cH o-e ct ive element wh:tch 
·1~t..t..> y named 
a , raa iu.;n c cy a. tomic energ;r 
4 ~ After· Pi e r2•e s d8ath L. a traffic occident . Harie v.ras appo5.nted 
-~~ o teach a t the Un i v c: r s 1 t y of 
a. Paris b. Sorbonne C o France 
5 , Had ium is useful to rna nkind a s 
a ,. a source of atom .. c ~.:nergy 
b o a cure for cancer 
c:. a s 1 bo tance used in chem is try 
nar:!.e ',..fB::> born in Europe in a co .. mtry called - -- - ~ 
'/' , }1a r :i.e save-~ enough money ' o er. o to sb dy ma themat i cs and chem:lstl"'y 
" o,, 
:in the city of 
. , pronJ se . to give 
~ . ~h subs~ence in which rad ium is found i s 




Ange l of che Battlefi•:lcl - 1'! o . 2 
1 , ClarE~ Barton is best note ti as being 
a " the f oundet> of the llmet'ican Red Cro8~. 
b., the promoter of the fo'irst Aid T·~mremcnJc in America. 
c ,, the ideal 1,.rorr:a n of the teenagers l n th..: year " 1898<> 
2 ,. c ·la ra Barton 1H:carne kncvJn os the ".Angel of the B8 ... tJ.ef le ld" dur j_ng 
·'1.., t he S·panish- Aroerican t'ol:.n• 
b . the 7ranc o-Prussian War 
c ., the Civil \;!ar 
3 . vJhilP. tl"ying to regain her health in Europe,. Clara f:lrst heard 
about the Red Cross movement in 
a ~ France b . Alsace 
4 - At the outbreak of t 1e Spanish-America n ~~a r 1 CJ.ara t s quarters 
r ocked in t he explos:lon of thE: bettleship 
b~ Maine a. Stete of Texae 
lJ.:hen Clara 'f~Ient to Cuba t o help i n the Span:i sh-American '!jar:- she t, as 
a. 80 years old b., ?5 years old c ~ 50 years old 
6. I'h~;~ Pre s :t.oent oi' the Uni ted Sta tes at the outbr•eak of the Spanish·N 
--.-.-.~-- ·----- " 
'7. Clara thov.e,-ht she t.;e s the best protected woman in the United Sts te8 
even though she \l)'as undel" direct fir•e a t the battle of --~---- ~ 
Clara v1ss an excellent hm."se-v.roman hav:'i.ng lea :t"'l1€d to ride -bareba ck 
years old • 
... --·----11. 
9 ., Dm•ing f.i flood , Cle :ra sa:i.led down the River on the firs i; 
Red Gross reli e f ship dis t ributing supplies . 
A lt~ough Clnra Barton lived t o be ~ore than yea rs old 
::.~he rtras still heJ.-;::>int: othe:cs i.n di st ress o 
1! :tr!f' 
a., Bt' :1.t in h Co lumbia b. Csnada 
e . Canadian India n c r aft 
b. tal l old weder trees 
c . engi neering cle ve rness and skill 
a. nho\;v art :l~.l tic sk i ll 
b. keep e vi l spirits awo y 
c . ·'·ell a stoY'y 
s ~ to; ~S :tve 1n<li tH1 art:tst.s an oppor tunity t o e~;rn -cno:ne y 
b . to ureve n t the Indj_an carvinp' f 1•om d :y:inr out ~ omr) 1e t€ ly 
c. to re cord Ind ia n le gend s~ st ori~s . encl s ongs 
r.. A seroll bUI'ied de en i n thE' concrete l10 S C of the . ~ 
pole con a ins 
A,, t 11 ~ names of the artists who cnr\red -lj ... _t., 
b~ the .. a r.1e s o f e ach state j n the Uni ted S tG i:es 
C~ t he na mes of all the sha r•eholders 
,. 
o . 
7 . The tree used for the la rgest totem nole was 
old" 
l a rg,es t t ote !'1 
centt.lrie21 
8 . It too~~ Ch.iP.f 1'-r~Unfro ---· ~--- 1non t hs to i'irJi flh th~ cervi11g \l 
Stock i:n the nro ,jec t t-HlS offeree to schoolcn11Clrtrl s t 
cents a ~har t=> " 
10.. 'T' .e kind of' tree L1s ec f m· a "c otl~Hl'l nole hao to t e e 
.LV~ 
1'AC'.!?U .. L Q.UES:.. IO .JS 
J.. rr''le grel:.'i;l3st rae(?) of t e t:~Gnti . th ce._tury :·.H~~ run :!.n tl ugust, 1954 
by 
b. four minutes c. five minutes 
3. Th:ls r~co :l:J l{nm<~n :: .. n his·ory ::1 
a~ t~~ gre~l t~"1S t m:i. lc :t•aca 
b~ J.;he g'£'('8-::; st c.:unrtor- m:tle r ace 
c. the gx~e ·.,est four~mile racs 
~L Smr.-s o:t' the ohDmpions.., lJ.ke Murrey Ht:;Jlberg, have wen l''acss 
n. because t' r;.:y ·wcl good luck 
b.. o~r.i· Ea they h2d nstur 1 a b:11ity 
c. bee~ se they had overcome '·he. r phys :leal hsnd:tc:1ps 
5 ~ '.l'h!l ~unnel"' who lefl .. r•ned to budget h:lf.l energy so that ba would not 
"ollapsa until jt~st Eiftar hit t ing th€. tupe \.ros 
or..n Lendy c. Roger Ba.nnist~:;:, 
6 _ Of your physical pcw:;r-, you use only aoout ·------- pe 1 .. cent o 
'f. The g:;:>eatest race of th~ t;.rentie ~h century wss held e t the B:r·itinh 
a. 
~----· 
yard lead n 
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9 Roger Bannister ru;.d 5!,n opportunity to study ·the tvay h 2 b0dy rc~ct~o 
aga. nst ~- trsin b~VcfH':8B he >Jar; a student o 
a. w~at is ~eaded for ms n to urvive in apa o~ 
c" \ihst lnstrumeni:e can be carrh1d saf47ly in space flights 
2 ." ~ 1 ~d1cal scientlsts studled the uctJons o:t: mice which w-ere 'kept ill 
sealed jar2 for ~bout 
a G forty d~ys b .. fifteen days \! • thirty d t:rys 
2• ,, J:n the:! t" fligpt into space, the Y!liCe 1 .along ~1:lth tiny :C•SCl~!'ding 
lnstrum~nts:p Here placed in a s~alad 
a ., balloon C u gondola 
a ., t . 1~ nylon. line ho'ldi:ng the gondola to the balloon 
"b ~ the ent:i.re equ~tp:awnt foz• the epsc(:J flight; 
c-: <· the pax>a~hute •..ritb. which the Gquipmtmt \.ias sai'ely l>rought 
back to ~a ·r'th~ 
5 . 1~ b•uclr on the ground f'ollo·t-Jing the 1)alloon ls guiaec~ t<C> t'IJ.e 
~: .. i'\00 in.g spot of the equ: pment by me.t~ns eli· 
b ~ an a i:r plane 
Th13 ba 1 l oon i3 inf1nted with 
0 
' .. 
'l'hi ,., gEl :ci is usad bccs use 5t is tban ~ir . 





}. '· 'Ihe three Ant.a.:s:·c'.lc explorers \'1ere on 2. mil 
a" 300 b : 150 a .., 75 
2 . '.Lhe '"Xploror who made it back to safety wae 
b .. Mert:r. 
a ~ aupplian wer~ giving out 
b '" ·they lo s t tho route 
~L sr1ow ridges tnelteo. in th e t!U.n 
e ~ the ice was very s 1 ippe:r·y 
r ·~ took 
:Ba.y r 
days for the last. explorer to !' -::G.ch Com:monwea1 th 
b ~· 108 
5. The se cond. cxplor er waB lE"d·t behind because 
a ~ he f ell into u crevica 
b , ho became f:r.ozoYl 
c.. there we.s not enough f ood :f\n.· h::l:m 
(L he was 1 o st in a storm 
eo he was ve~y weak 
6 'l'b.e 1 ead.er of the ~.....r ty was 
f '' ( . The season that. ~h:.i. ~1 adve11tur a took place was 
8, Th.e three men took dog ·ceams with thent" 
9 •. Tlte a>.rplorer who fel1 through the hoi a ~' ne-er to b e seen again~ 
• .., 1- • nf -7-"' i ~~ "'tory we.c 




- .. ~ .... .. ... .• .. ••• ~ • • - h ~ •• 
0 . 
......... ... the Un t ed 
' lil.ta :3:.!. ,, 
I"' . ~ the Ui'l ted 
lOE 
'" • - , ~ · o - 0 - 0n- o • I-·  ....... C'II ~· 
. -:-.a ·, atm-:::h ed. by 
:St~te .... 
JJat .-cn'ls 
2 . .I n o:rde1~ .J.o cacn.pe th~ .r1.1vit. :t:lonal pul1 of t:b.e e rt!1 , t:t1e e2.toJ.l1to 
·UU t. go 
t~ ' 2~~ ~ 000 nn.ler; :p81" h0UY.' 
b ~ 1 8 :, 000 m'iles per hou.1~ 
(J. 1 5 .,. 000 m ·' J. ~ s fl:Jr hCiU!. 
a, ~- Spl1 ·t~11 ·_k: 
. , S:pu tnik 11 
c ~ VJ.AC Corporal 
d . Pl.' Oj ect Varlguar 'l 
4 . ~rhe :first c.r'· e:p n the co~1qucst of the moon was under te.km1 in ·~ho yea.;;· 
a-< 1960 •. 1 ~-'6 
5 .. .A .. trono:n.or d not wa.nt a · a -~-. ell i't e t o 1 a d .JYl the moon l1te•:!at:Be 
6 .. 
<?,. ·~hoy 1ant ~p:. ctu::.- Cl: of the o'ther side o::· the moon 
i ., they d -o not kr:ov< what ls Ol'l the mo on 
t.; ) tht-,y mey not bt-J n'!i' e t o get the rocket br1.ck to F.e;r ·~;h 
cL ·they want m..:H to ride; . . i'l the :first t·ockct to 
G"' th::w 1le,ve not d · V<?.lopQC' goo n l c.~nding gem~ :fo:c 
~e. ·~~} United StP.:tos A!'!!Jed J~'or c es J."e'"~.chcd 2.11 a lt..ttud.o 
m·'.len ·i..ri t.ll. a t · ·~ ·-- st ~;.ge r ocket ~ 
At th-:, ,~1 t :i. t ude n:.e rrt iotlad in quci 'l!tloi.1 1~(' ,, 6 ~ 
t.he eru. th. 1 s r-s.W.os;pher0 was left oehi . d . 
the moo n 
l~ockets 
of 
:,; (;) t 
! 0 }!:'oat scic!ntists think that we w:i.ll probab ly uee a ·-·---- ~t·n 
i;rs,vel from :lliar ·;,;h to . Kom ~ i:1e'l:.0ad of mak:i.ng on~ 1 on~; ;·· non-··s ·op 
'\:. .'.:' .ipc:: 
I•• •. , 4t••.., .. ,. , ... ._ .. ,_ ... "-' <~' H ..,,., .. _ .... o 
. 
J ... ;.:;:e.. e rn ~d. e J. n 
.;;, . 1905 o~ 1918 c .. 1925 
a., l :o a A';j,gol es b~ 5&tt Francis co e. New York 
3. ·.rhe ong iner:; f tb.e Pli-·9 stopped b~ cauei:.: 
<:'\ . thoy r a.n · nto a st.o:t•tu 
b . -~he crew lo o·i; the course 
:.~· . f ·i:.h e mo 1. a tv.r e f the o C00J1 
d • f•u. Gl g~. \re L~ t 
cf s·1..l t :!.n tJ.?ce e·ngineo f~"'o:ttl the ccoG\tl 
·L It .~"C1 .. ; ~~:~.ff:i. cu1 t f or the ah i pe to locate tihe PJ.-r-.-;. b -ccr.usc 
vJO i\: v1as very fogt~Y 
h.. "GhE1 PN 9 e~s very a'it'lB11 
c . t he PN-9 couldnwt, b.~ o adce.et 
t hr:::-:: e was a .c. :::. t or.u 
;ho~· co1 ... ldr.1 t t bl~oadc ... zt to the PN--9 
5 . ThG p~·-9 
a. ~ . i;. n11y flew to Hr--vm'S.i 
b .. nevor got 1..;o Ha\':a:i.i 
c •. wen;; hn.c-l to t r...e ·u:n:i.ted States 
d.. t.ook nint(-:-te ·n clo..ys to get to Htu ,j_j, 
c... \'lt"l.S tov;rocl to tJ.P. a i 
Sai J. s we:r e made from 
'l'J::1.0 Or EF'! U SI8Q l<r.:i. O> a signal to the searoher r;;~ 
in the very l as t !Jol?..r t of the f.d:;ory, by ':l. 




I'A C1' UAL 0 T.J.E;s n h. !IS 
Tho Power of Pocks - No. 9 
J.. :t~a.rly :pee- le J~hov.ght mon coul become ~:;t .'O!lg by 
-:' .. ;;:tanding on rooks 
b. carl"Y1i'lg :r.cc.ko 
Cc throwing ... ocku 
d~ gf.l.t.b.e1•ir g ~t·ocks 
e .. getti 1g rid of J.'\JckG 
n. ::m11do ;::;r::n: s 
b. ,ro .1.. canoes 
c .. · i vera :from the ocean 
d .. .1.~ocks from glad.ers 
e- ea.rthquahn' 
3. ! "meso agate" is a kind of 
t!,~ make <~:.."0}18 g ... ow <lell 
b, 1c5.:t1 C!' ops 
c . keep v i1d an i -r.w.ls arn"Ly f'rom c:r•ope 
d. ena.de the crop~> frm; the r.mn 
e. hel p irrigate tl1e crops 
5. ~· oc1:s ha·vo been on tho e· rth 
t.: u. 
J.O ·~ 
r.:~~ f'ol:' about sev-er2.1 "~ho; sat1(l years 
b, about 1:;000 .fe :;;:.r:s. 
c o:uou t J. :> 000 ~ 000 yem.'fJ 
d~ only recently 
e . a.l way a 
sor.uet i mos ·nev 
"" -~---
In In~ ia , 
011 L -- oc.k 
in1tinted~ ha puts h:ls 
'rhc; people of Uew Gu:i.r 81?" tased to throw rocks p"·~ ti:.o 
T1D .. ~·-e time go by :fas t.e:r , 
Smne 
t1. ey 
'1 ] ..... ~.0..,...,"" Jn::(·"'!{t t.o c" ~--- ·v rr--cks c· of ·.-...:u:> 0a:c .y ~,<:;, ~J · " ' ··- • ~ L ,, - ~· ; 
~ou d get r:l.d of ... hc:i.:r --~·-
I . " j ct•r.n e:y s 20 · ·.tw. "to 
'"')c·"""" ·l-·i mes ·~ e:...-1 ur;cd to -:?.) ut on roclkz -'·b.e .. t looked like 
' · II!' .J v.. , -~~-·~ •• + 1r,, ~U?in r:l.ls~ eo the:l.r a11:lmalo t..rou.~.c. os nea.~.. .., ... ;:./. 
.l Ut: 
... , . 
• 2 ~::~T:. ~ ) 
J ... '.Lho V le an Canton wu.s uamed af'ie:t::-
r 
... a <; :L vJ 1 VI a.3:· gCYJ.er r:r..l 
b ., a Civil Ua.--.:· fo · ~t 
c. the R.om?.tl God of' )?i:r e 
d... ~- n .. 'itJ' co m:.m antler 
e.. -i;he Gl" e elc God f Wa,r 
0 Vulca:'l · :as invent ed in 
... 1862 b,, 1892 c~ 1826 
3;(, H~ ita l'lovr praGttct.:U ·iio use ·the 'Vulcan becaus e of 
'1 . 
a . st~.t.io:nary t.argc ·~s 
b" ~lo·\1':-mov:lng ta.:r.g~:1ts 
c ,. fe-o·!.iories to mnli:o it 
d.., 'the many w·ar !3 we e.:t•e ha~o~i :::~g 
s"' Jot a:peev.s 
1:.!.6 J:' tm by electl .. . · city 
b., us e d ·,-v:l th TNT 
c. 11:.8l'!d-ere.nked 
e.L ruli. by :pusJ.J.-bu ·c,tm? 
eM ·ue ed i 11 :pl a:t'H.H.~ 
s ... a'?.t.omat:J. c 
h .. r1 one by a em 1 d i G:L"' t f.:1 arm 
c. do11e only in ,i et~s 
'l~ rtAlJ cy alectl~1v1.ty 
e. )::Jt-t .sh-1:m.tton 
'The ma:l.n objective :ln thE; construe. t on of 
by 
8.. l£oder:n &;tm build.\'3ro ha& t o ream:··;; to t':J.<3 VulcaYl hac~u.!ie other 
~;1.mn hSI.d only one ·-- ---~--·~ and the bulla·i~ G tagged e ch o the:.: .. 
The Vt .. lca:n Vfeighs n.hou 'C ~pot nd.s .. 
'.Hto Vu1 cBXt ni.r c:{' aft ce.nn on -GllJ': o·~';s mox· -£-) '' h m1 
r1">1d eir:plosi ~\l'l&S a m:l.nt.:Ate,. 
of 
lU~ 
. · . ..::_ ~. '·' 
.. ioz1eers of the Atomic ·"· e - no. 1 
ist ·w :i.nstance s :i.n "ih:!ch M ris Cur ie overcame discour ging 
~:;.ond itions i n her dete r minat ion to succeed. 
An~....£1 th..!_~attlef~ - No .. 2 
L, .. st five vJays by ~N'h:!.ob Clara Barton made hersd.t' usaf'u1. 
tc mnnki.nd o 
World'D Tallest Totem P ole~Roo 3 
.. --.....--------· ---~--
List ... ive ways by \'hlich people help~d to nsk the drean1 of 
t he 1-1orld 's tell:est totem pole become a !"esJ.lty. 
Fastest }fGn i-n the t~.lorld -~ No c 4 
·-~ .. - -··--·-------
List three t·mys by wh.ich men can hl the fut ure improve their 
r mning speed .. 
Pioneers of Space Flight - Noc 5 
--··- ---------
List five ways by which s c1entists made sure the first space 
flight of ths mlce 'l-Jould be successful and that t hey tvould lencl 
safel-y to earth .. 
110 
. . .. ~ .... . ....... ._ - .. - .............. ~ ........ ,'"""'"-· 
',ir:;t the f ou major ::ccke-ts tha:c ha·\V'e pione0red ixt space tra.:el •. 
Lifl" -~ 1e 'two r.tepEJ th<:>,t vdll :probably be necelHJa:tjl' 111 t:r·av~l ng 
from tho ea:-,--th to the :noon ./.: 
List ·Vwo ··1c:nr0:r. <?.,ci:.ions of th t'lor:>"ting 0r.ew:t ~:n t.ho ir e..t tcmp ... 
to be :;:-escued., 
IJie t tl:<:L oe auperst:it:lons about r ockrJ that so;ue of 'Ght:r ea.···J.y 
peo!Jle b.a.d., 
No. 10 
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